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H
igher education is supposed to promote opportunity 
and social mobility. But does it fulfill that role? In many 
low-income communities, college seems out of reach, 
and in recent decades, the share of bachelor’s degrees 

awarded to the poorest students has declined. A degree is increas-
ingly regarded as the ticket to economic security in this country, 
but there are profound imbalances in who gets one. This collection 
examines how higher education perpetuates disadvantage, and 
what might change that.
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Engine of Inequality

S
eventy years ago, with the passage of 
the GI Bill, Congress opened the doors of 
America’s colleges to millions of World War 
II veterans. At peak enrollment, in 1947, 
former servicemembers accounted for al-

most half of college admissions.
By giving all veterans, rich and poor, the chance 

to earn a degree, the measure is credited with help-
ing to fuel postwar prosperity and create a new 
middle class. And it cemented colleges’ role as en-
gines of opportunity, as economic equalizers. Just 
this fall, President Obama called higher education 
the “secret sauce” of Americans’ economic success.

Is that reputation deserved?
The wage premium for college graduates — the 

earnings disparity between workers with bach-
elor’s degrees and those with only high-school 
diplomas — is great and getting greater. But so, 
too, is the socioeconomic split between the two 
groups. Even though the number of financial-
ly needy students graduating from high school 
and attending college has increased in recent de-
cades, the share of bachelor’s degrees awarded 
to students from the lowest income quartile de-
clined, from 12 percent in 1970 to 10 percent in 
2014. Less than a quarter of students from fam-
ilies with annual incomes of less than $10,000 
earned bachelor’s degrees within six years, com-
pared with nearly two-thirds of those with in-
comes of more than $150,000.

So for the individual, yes, higher education offers 
economic opportunity. But if higher education is a 
ticket — and increasingly the ticket — to economic 
security in this country, there are real imbalances 
in whose tickets get punched.

Here’s how Thomas G. Mortenson, an analyst who 
crunched the data, puts it. “The rich are getting rich-
er because of higher education,” says Mr. Mortenson, 

a senior scholar at the Pell Institute for the Study of 
Opportunity in Higher Education, “and the poor are 
getting poorer because of it.”

Many factors that have little to do with higher 
education, of course, influence whether students 
go to college, where they enroll, and whether they 
succeed: maternal health care, school quality, the 
neighborhood they grew up in.

But higher education “takes the inequality given 
to it and magnifies it,” says Anthony P. Carnevale, 
director of the Center on Education and the Work-
force at Georgetown University. “It’s an inequality 
machine.”

Finding a solution is pressing, says Kati Hay-
cock, president of the Education Trust. Half of cur-
rent public-school students — those who could go 
on to college or get left behind — qualify for free 
or reduced-price lunch. (Subsidized lunches are 
available to children from families that earn up to 
$44,863 annually, for a family of four.) The risks of 
doing nothing, she says, “are too awful to contem-
plate.”

In this collection of articles, The Chronicle ex-
amines how college itself plays a role in reinforc-
ing and even widening the gap between haves and 
have-nots. We will look at the ways that happens, 
and why.

How do the messages that rich kids and poor 
kids get about earning a degree differ? Why do the 
poorest and least-prepared students end up dis-
proportionately at institutions ill-equipped to help 
them succeed? What are the policy choices and the 
day-to-day decisions that state legislators and fed-
eral regulators, college presidents, chancellors, and 
boards of trustees make that perpetuate econom-
ic and educational divides? How have we ended up 
with a system that perpetuates disadvantage? Can 
it be fixed?
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D
arrius Sloan, 17, talks about his 
dreams — about himself — in the 
past tense. He hoped to go to the Uni-
versity of Arizona. “I wanted to be a 
civil engineer,” he says. “I really loved 

math, I really did. I really do, I mean.”
Raised on Navajo land in Tuba City, Ariz., in a 

trailer with 13 other family members, Mr. Sloan got 
good grades and earned a spot in a boardinghouse 
for Native Americans to attend high school in Flag-

staff, about 80 miles from the broken schools of 
home. He blossomed there — the kid who carried 
around a journal full of quotations from famous 
thinkers, who knocked out a year’s worth of cred-
its at the local community college, who toured the 
University of Arizona as a sophomore and bought a 
gray jacket emblazoned with its name.

But his grandparents and siblings, back on the 
reservation with no electricity or hot water, sub-
sisting on little more than potatoes, tugged at his 

JOHN BURCHAM FOR THE CHRONICLE

Darrius Sloan (right) had to weigh his hope to attend college against the pressing needs of his family.

Poor Kids,  
Limited Horizons

The support they need to overcome barriers  
to aspirational careers comes too little, too late

By SCOTT CARLSON
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heart until he made a weighty decision late last 
year.

“I realized what my point is in life: It’s to take 
care of the people who took care of me,” he says. A 
job in civil engineering might pay six figures years 
from now, he figures, but in the military, he could 
earn money right out of boot camp and start send-
ing some home. He plans to join the Marines next 
month.

“Doing school,” he says, “is no longer for me.”
People who advise low-income students or study 

their paths to careers may see a familiar pattern 
here: students with limited horizons who can’t 
bridge the gap between their aspirations and real-
ity. In that gap lie financial insecurity, family pres-
sure, bad schools, a 
fear of debt, a lack 
of social or cul-
tural capital, dis-
crimination. Those 
factors often push 
poor students to 
aim low, to go for 
what seems like 
a sure thing rath-
er than take risks 
pursuing an emi-
nent occupation.

Some might re-
gard that pattern 
with a shrug. Af-
ter all, few peo-
ple work in dream 
jobs, and many 
muddle through, 
college or not, to 
jobs that simply 
pay the bills. But 
the fact is that af-
fluent, generally white people are more likely to 
reach aspirational careers than are low-income, 
often minority people, despite their talents, intel-
ligence, or ambitions. And so the positions that 
set policy, influence public opinion, and guide the 
business world continue to be held by those who 
have money, connections, or both.

“I find that there are two Americas: people who 
are working for survival and people who work for 
self-determination,” says David L. Blustein, who 
studies careers as a professor of psychology at Bos-
ton College. Those with “career-choice privilege” 
often draw on family wealth, social connections, or 
cultural capital to ascend to plum jobs. Meanwhile, 
students from poor families look for steady, famil-
iar work that seems attainable. Researching a book 
on employment in an age of uncertainty, Mr. Blus-
tein has found that in poor families, hit hardest by 
the recession, children were traumatized watching 
parents lose jobs and scramble for money. “The sit-
uation,” he says, “is actually getting worse.”

The trends disproportionately affect blacks, 
Latinos, and Native Americans, whose poverty 
rates are two to three times that of whites. Consid-
er a study of the representation of women and mi-
norities in a range of careers, based on five decades 
of census data, through 2010. While white women 
and Asians made significant gains in well-pay-
ing white-collar jobs — as doctors, lawyers, sci-
entists, engineers, economists — the share of Af-
rican-Americans, Latinos, and Native Americans 
in those jobs hardly budged. Certainly, the college 
pathways and outcomes for minority students are 
different: Even when their grades and test scores 
match those of their white peers, they are more 
likely to attend less-selective colleges and to drop 

out before earning a 
credential, accord-
ing to Georgetown 
University’s Center 
on Education and 
the Workforce. The 
difference in college 
graduation rate be-
tween the top and 
bottom income quar-
tiles is 37 percentage 
points, according to 
the most recent fed-
eral data.

The trends don’t 
stem from a lack of 
desire. Research in-
dicates that members 
of racial and ethnic 
minorities start off 
with the same aspi-
rations as their white 
peers, but that over 
time they see bar-

riers, and their perceptions of what’s possible for 
their careers begin to change.

Colleges claim to care about this. Their mission 
statements and public images celebrate the no-
tion of pulling people up the socioeconomic ladder. 
Some institutions follow race- and class-conscious 
admissions policies, accept students without con-
sidering their financial need, and offer scholarships 
and support programs. Increasingly colleges are 
judged on whether students land viable jobs. And 
yet, for kids trying to clamber out of poverty, col-
lege may stand as yet another barrier.

Many institutions, in the race for prestige, have 
become less accessible to disadvantaged students. 
College representatives visit their schools less of-
ten, if at all. And institutions often promote to 
low-income populations professional programs — 
accounting, nursing, hospitality management — 
more than they do squishier liberal-arts degrees, 
which may be more of a pipeline to graduate school 
and influential careers.

“There are groups  
of students that are 
ruling out college, 
ruling out careers, 
well before  
someone shows  
up to help them fill  
out an application.”
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A number of nonprofit groups, like Say Yes to 
Education, the College Advising Corps, the Bill & 
Melinda Gates Foundation, and the Lumina Foun-
dation, try to advance the prospects for low-in-
come students. They point to some progress, but 
most of the energy in higher education goes toward 
getting kids to and through college. What happens 
after that  — do they wind up working in high-end 
consulting or in retail sales, burdened with debt? 
— gets less attention.

For a low-income kid from rural Arizona or from 
Chicago, the hurdles come early, formed by the 
examples, expectations, and crises around them. 
That influence is deeply rooted and difficult to 
change.

As a junior in high school, Mr. Sloan saw his 
college plans evaporate. His grandfather, the fam-
ily’s main breadwinner, was in the hospital with 
blocked arteries. The teenager sat by his bed think-
ing about what would happen if the old man died. 
His parents, he says, were unreliable.

Mr. Sloan’s grandfather was a military veter-
an, and like many Navajos, he was a welder who 
worked in construction, among the few steady 
jobs the boy saw growing up. One way out of that 
is to do well enough in school to go to college, but 
the reservation schools make that hard. “Every-
body knows that they are not equipped to teach 
anybody,” Mr. Sloan says. He was lucky to get to 
Flagstaff High School, the last kid admitted to the 
boardinghouse the year before. A teacher there 
persuaded him to enroll at the local community 
college, and encouraged him to go on to a four-year 
university. Go back to the reservation with a de-
gree, she told him, and help your family.  

As Mr. Sloan considered his options, the bit 
about helping his family stuck. But even if he got 
scholarships, he figured, he might still rack up 
debt, and he wouldn’t be able to send money home 
for as long as he was in college. “A lot of things can 
happen in four years,” he says. “That ain’t gonna do 
it. They need money now.”

When he told the school’s guidance counsel-
or, Katherine Pastor, that he was going to join the 
Marines, she was floored. “There was a discon-
nect,” she says. “Here is a kid who is engaged, who 
is going to community college part of the day, but 
who feels that enlisting in a branch of the military 
would be a better option for him.”

She tried to tell him that he would get substan-
tial financial aid for college, that he might be able 
to work while he was enrolled and still send mon-
ey home. But Mr. Sloan had made up his mind. He 
plans to enlist next month, when he turns 18, and 
graduate from high school this spring. He gave his 
University of Arizona jacket to his little sister.

His story is not unusual. “I see it all the time,” 
Ms. Pastor says. Teachers, counselors, or family 
members can sometimes guide a student past the 
limits they see for themselves, but often not. “We 

should be talking to students when they are young 
— as fourth and fifth graders,” she says. But there 
are scant resources for that. She has a caseload of 
500 students, roughly the national average. In Ari-
zona the average counselor-to-student ratio is 800 
to 1.

As a counselor at Brighton High School outside 
Boston, Mandy Savitz-Romer would watch her 
former students drop out of college after a year or 
two. Frustrated, she quit to study the profession 
and try to understand what derails students in 
poor, urban districts. Now she trains school coun-
selors as a senior lecturer at Harvard University’s 
Graduate School of Education. Talking with stu-
dents right before they’re supposed to apply to col-
lege, she argues, is too little, too late.

“We can’t just work with seniors,” she says. “We 
also have to realize that there are groups of stu-
dents that are ruling out college, ruling out ca-
reers, well before someone shows up to help them 
fill out an application.”

Career aspirations, she says, are all about stu-
dents’ immediate influences. As another expert 
puts it, You have to see it to be it. Mr. Sloan wanted 
to be a civil engineer in part because that’s what an 
uncle, one of the only people in his extended fam-
ily to go to college, had become. Otherwise he saw 
what many low-income kids do: adults working 
low-level service or blue-collar jobs, if they’re em-
ployed at all.

Self-esteem and optimism also play important 
roles. Affluent kids can aspire to be lawyers, doc-
tors, professors, and politicians because they see 
that’s been possible for their parents and other 
adults around them. Poor kids don’t often know 
people in such jobs. And because of bad schools, 
the pernicious effects of discrimination, and finan-
cial constraints, they may think they aren’t smart 
or wealthy enough to strive for those things.

“If students don’t see that as a possibility for 
themselves,” says Ms. Savitz-Romer, “they might 
have the highest GPA, test scores, and promise, 
and they won’t choose a major that will get them 
there.”

Low-income students tend to grapple with deci-
sions about majors before deciding to go to college, 
says Karen Arnold, an associate professor of higher 
education at Boston College who studies the tran-
sition from college to career. The choice of a cer-
tain major can be a justification for applying or en-
rolling. That’s because many low-income students 
believe there’s a direct line between a major and a 
career, she says, “to the point that they might not 
even be going to college if they don’t know what 
they want to do.”

She has also found that many low-income stu-
dents and their families are skeptical of gener-
al-education requirements, which they see as 
part of a college “scam” to charge more for a de-
gree. “It’s hard enough for upper-class students 
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to see how comparative literature is going to 
work into a career,” Ms. Arnold says. “It’s virtual-
ly impossible for people who don’t know a whole 
bunch of people — or even anyone — who has 
gone to college.”

That’s where guidance and career counselors 
are supposed to come in, to help students imagine 
possibilities, chart a course. But many schools put 
their limited resources toward raising test scores 
and managing students’ special needs.

“There is almost no career development going 
on in schools, particularly at schools that serve 
low-income communities,” Ms. Savitz-Romer says. 
“Schools don’t see this as part of their mission. 
And even if counselors want to do it, they are not 
given the time or space.”

When financially poor students are prompted to 
consider dream careers, the message may not reso-
nate. “On more than one occasion,” Ms. Arnold re-
calls, “I have heard students say, ‘All this find-your-
passion stuff is great, but I can’t do that. I need to 
get my mom out of the Bronx.’ “

But a pitch for college in purely financial terms 
isn’t necessarily helpful either, says Ms. Sav-
itz-Romer. Counselors should emphasize to students 
not just earnings, but influence, she says. “We don’t 
sell them enough on the ways that they can be part 

of a change in their community and their world.”

A
nai Novoa met scientists for the first 
time in ninth grade, when a nonprofit 
group took students to Baja Califor-
nia, in Mexico, to study marine ecosys-
tems. Before that, science in her San 

Diego high school consisted of watching movies 
like Jurassic Park.

“The only scientist I knew,” she says, “was Bill 
Nye the Science Guy.”

She spent five weeks studying interactions be-
tween gulf nutrients and islands. And she decided 
then and there that she would become a marine 
biologist.

There were few precedents for that kind of ambi-
tion in her community. Most of the kids at school, 
if they graduated, went straight to work. Her par-
ents, immigrants from Mexico, didn’t get past sec-
ond grade. When Ms. Novoa was 3, her father was 
killed in a car accident. Her mother, who worked 
as a seamstress and in a factory, was later crippled 
in another car accident. Not speaking English, she 
couldn’t do much else for work.

Ms. Novoa’s two oldest sisters had pursued ca-
reers in photography and psychology, but when 
the family needed money, each one quit college to 

SANDY HUFFAKER FOR THE CHRONICLE

Anai Novoa overcame obstacles to earn a bachelor’s and a master’s degree in science.
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work. A third sister wanted to be a chemist, but 
a counselor told her that it might be too hard. In-
stead she studied criminal justice at San Diego 
State University and now works at Kaiser Perma-
nente, enrolling people in health-insurance pro-
grams.

Buoyed by her dream of marine biology, Ms. No-
voa got into the University of California at Santa 
Barbara. She struggled at first, not having taken 
rigorous science courses in high school. “It’s really 
fast-paced, and if you don’t have the foundation, 
it’s already too late,” she says. She watched many 
low-income and minority classmates drop out, one 
by one.

She was doing fine in the research courses in 
her biology major but struggled in the “weed out” 
courses, like organic chemistry. Because some of 
her grades were weak, a counselor at the university 
suggested that she switch majors and give her spot 
in the research program to a student doing better.

“I was devastated,” she says.
Those are the kind of 

roadblocks that make 
low-income students be-
lieve they don’t have as 
many choices of career, says 
Ryan D. Duffy, an associ-
ate professor of psychology 
at the University of Florida. 
He studies “work volition,” 
people’s sense of control in 
making career decisions.

People from lower-in-
come backgrounds tend 
to have lower volition, he 
says. Like Ms. Novoa, they 
may feel underprepared. 
They face discrimination, 
or fear they will, in part be-
cause they don’t encounter 
mentors with similar back-
grounds. In college Ms. No-
voa had only one minority 
female instructor: a physics 
professor from India.

For low-income and mi-
nority students, success “is all about having a role 
model,” Mr. Duffy says. White students can find 
them in abundance. Minority students, notably on 
campuses like the University of Missouri at Co-
lumbia, are asking for more. “They want to have 
someone who is like them,” he says, “to help them 
go through the process.”

A mentor can also help a student manage fam-
ily doubts. Ms. Novoa says her mother was proud 
that she was in college but never fully grasped the 
significance. For example, if Ms. Novoa was up 
late studying for a test, her mother would demand 
that she go to bed. Her mother would beg her to 
come home on weekends, despite the seven-hour 

bus ride.
After meeting with that counselor, Ms. Novoa 

did not give up. She switched to the university’s 
College of Creative Studies, where she found a 
mentor in a prominent parasitologist. He helped 
her create her own biology major, focusing on ecol-
ogy, which meant she wouldn’t have to take some 
of the most intimidating science courses.

Her grades improved, and the nonprofit group 
that had taken her on that ninth-grade trip sent 
her to Washington to accept a science-education 
award from President Obama on its behalf. She 
graduated from Santa Barbara, earned a mas-
ter’s degree at the University of San Diego, and is 
now applying to marine-biology Ph.D. programs 
throughout California, planning to study the ef-
fects of climate change on marine habitats.

The sister who’d been discouraged from pur-
suing chemistry inspired her to keep going. “She 
listened to their advice, and she regrets that,” Ms. 
Novoa says. “I really wanted to continue on this 

path, so that I could be a mentor for students who 
faced the same obstacles I did.”

R
hiana Gunn-Wright has gone about 
as far professionally as any 26-year-old 
could hope for, and yet her struggle is 
hardly over.

She grew up on the South Side of Chi-
cago, money a constant pressure, even though her 
mother had a college education and ran a nonprof-
it organization. “Scholarship,” her mother would 
whisper to her, starting when she was 7. “Baby 
needs a scholarship.”

The girl responded. She studied all the time 

LEXEY SWALL FOR THE CHRONICLE

Rhiana Gunn-Wright made it to the Ivy League but still felt limited.
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and tested into gifted programs; her mother got 
her into the best schools she could find. As a teen-
ager, Ms. Gunn-Wright won a scholarship from 
the Jack Kent Cooke Foundation, which supports 
high-achieving, low-income students. Her mother 
wanted her to be a doctor, but when she headed off 
to Yale University, she thought she might become 
a lawyer. Feeling no connection to English and po-
litical science, however, she switched to a double 
major in African-American studies and women’s, 
gender, and sexuality studies.

When she went home and told her mother, it led 
to the biggest fight of their lives, an all-night blow-
out. “We didn’t raise you to go into these subjects 
that don’t seem like real subjects,” she recalls her 
mother saying. “You want to pay your bills one day, 
don’t you?”

But Ms. Gunn-Wright’s new majors energized 
her. Her senior thesis, on welfare reform, won 
awards, and she became a Rhodes Scholar. After 
studying at the University of Oxford, she interned 
at a Washington think tank, focusing on women’s 
policy issues, and recently she went to work for a 
research arm of the Education Credit Management 
Corporation, a guaranty agency for student loans.

By many measures, Ms. Gunn-Wright has made 
it. And yet, sitting in a board room at her office, she 
says the specter of poverty still haunts her. “Once 
you have that fear of not having money, it never 
leaves you.”

It’s sometimes in subtle ways that her low-in-
come background still limits her, she says. When 
her Washington colleagues talk about the hottest 
new restaurant or bar, she feels out of place. She has 
avoided going out for $10 drinks when she could be 
saving for a house, wedding, or unforeseen emer-
gency. She worked two jobs in college, against her 
mother’s wishes, because she didn’t want to ask for 
money. She’s certainly not going to now.

But her peers get plenty of help, their parents 
covering rent, occasional bills, or car insurance. 
For many affluent twenty-somethings who were 
encouraged to figure things out in college, a safety 
net remains in place well after graduation. Build-
ing an impressive career, especially in cities like 
New York and Washington, usually requires exten-
sive cultural and financial scaffolding.

Ms. Gunn-Wright can live without having tried 
the latest artisanal spirits. “I don’t think I will ever 
have a taste for hipster nonsense,” she says. But by 
not socializing with colleagues, she knows she has 
missed out on valuable networking opportunities. 
“If everyone is talking about going to a particu-
lar restaurant, and you’ve never been, what do you 
say? It’s definitely a barrier. There is feeling that 
you don’t belong here.”

That pattern often begins in college, says Ms. 
Arnold, of Boston College, and can become a sig-

nificant barrier to low-income students’ pursuit of 
aspirational careers. Immersive, enriching expe-
riences like internships, study-abroad programs, 
and social outings broaden students’ connections 
with peers and provide practical experience for the 
workplace. But low-income students tend to par-
ticipate in such activities at lower rates — because 
of the costs, because they don’t live on campus, or 
because they’re busy working.

Elissa Chin Lu, a former student of Ms. Arnold’s 
who now works in institutional research at Welles-
ley College, has found that low-income students, 
worried about accumulating debt, choose to work 
during college, often in retail positions. Wealthier 
students fret less about debt and spend more time 
making connections with people and potential jobs 
in high-status professions. As a result, they are 
better positioned after graduation.

“The pathways from college to career are in-
creasingly nonstandardized, and need to be nego-
tiated with a good deal of social and cultural cap-
ital,” Ms. Arnold says. “If you are outside an elite 
institution, or inside it but not of it, you are not 
getting those connections in friendships and extra-
curriculars that lead to these high-profile jobs.”

Where administrators have realized this, colleges 
have introduced programs to support lower-in-
come students’ career development. Some provide 
stipends to subsidize internships, connections to 
alumni, and lessons in professional etiquette. A 
fund at Boston College gives low-income students 
tickets to football games or money for a night out.

And yet “career funneling,” the socialization pro-
cess that pulls affluent students into prominent, 
high-paying careers, remains strong.

Many elite-college graduates wrestle with the 
choice between pursuing wealth or a meaningful 
vocation. But for Ms. Gunn-Wright, that decision 
is a special conundrum. Lately she’s been thinking 
a lot about Laquan McDonald, a black teenager 
who was shot 16 times by a Chicago police officer 
not far from where she grew up. Maybe she’ll get a 
law degree after all, or go to graduate school for so-
ciology or public health and work on gun-violence 
policy.

Or should she join a top-flight law or consulting 
firm? “Is it more of a political act to make money 
so that my children never need anything,” she won-
ders, “or more of a political act to work in govern-
ment?” She constantly considers her wage trajecto-
ry and the “psychic cost” of worrying about money 
or being around people she can’t identify with.

“You have these gifts, and you know that if you 
don’t use them, people in leadership positions 
won’t look like you, and they might not care about 
the people that you care about,” she says. “At the 
same time, you have real responsibilities to every-
one else.”

Originally published on January 17, 2016
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On the Path to Graduation, 
Life Intervenes

INDIANAPOLIS

N
ow and then, when Laura Cherne 
would take out her food stamps at 
the grocery store or her Medicaid 
card at the hospital, she would catch 
someone looking at her askance, at 

her mixed-race child, at the bare ring finger on 
her left hand.

In moments like those, she liked to mention 
that she was going to nursing school. Telling peo-
ple — and reminding herself — that she had been 
accepted to the rigorous program at Indiana Uni-
versity-Purdue University at Indianapolis eased 
some of her shame about living hand-to-mouth 
on public assistance, having a child with a man 
who was in and out of prison, and taking a path 
in life less stable than those of her childhood 
friends.

With the reference to nursing school, strang-

ers saw her differently, says Ms. Cherne, 28. “It 
would shut them up.”

After high school, in 2005, she took a run at 
college, at Ball State University. But her parents 
wouldn’t co-sign a loan, she says, and within a 
few weeks, she had to leave. She worked menial 
jobs, suffered from persistent health problems, 
and hung out with her troubled boyfriend. She 
got pregnant, and he ended up back in jail.

Three years ago, with big hopes, Ms. Cherne 
decided to try college again. Today she has a full 
scholarship here at IUPUI, a 3.6 grade-point av-
erage, and a job as a peer mentor. But her margin 
is razor-thin. She shares a two-bedroom apart-
ment with her 4-year-old son, Izayah, and her 
father, a recovering alcoholic with cerebral pal-
sy. Her household budget is always in the red. 
Recently she learned that, compared with her 
general-education courses, the nursing program 
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Laura Cherne, who supports her 4-year-old son, Izayah, won a scholarship to enroll at Indiana U.-Purdue U. 
at Indianapolis.

By SCOTT CARLSON
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would require higher fees and more time driving 
back and forth to campus, threatening to sink 
her finances completely.

Low-income students are often one car break-
down, one illness, one unexpected mishap away 
from dropping out of college and not being able 
to return for a while, if ever. People fret about 
rising tuition, and much of the public dialogue 
about the cost of college — and many of the pol-
icy recommendations — revolve around those 
sticker prices. Yet the biggest barrier to poor stu-
dents’ enrolling or staying in college is not tu-
ition and fees, but everything else: rent, food, 
child care, gas, phone bills. Living costs repre-
sent more than 70 percent of the total cost of 
attending a two-year college, the College Board 
estimates.

In decades past, people without money just 
didn’t go to college, and they didn’t really need 
to. They could get decent-paying jobs and build 
careers with mere high-school diplomas. Today, 
jobs with even modest paychecks seem to re-
quire some kind of certificate or degree. And that 
means less-prepared, more-vulnerable students 
are showing up on campuses, bringing the strug-
gles of poverty, homelessness, and hunger with 
them.

That didn’t use to be colleges’ problem. Now 
they’re grappling with how much it can and 
ought to be. More institutions are paying atten-
tion to how living expenses can affect or compro-
mise a college career — not just in the spirit of 
charity, but in the self-interest of raising reten-

tion rates and maintaining tuition revenue. Just 
how far should a college go to support its needi-
est, most precarious students? A social-services 
role entangles faculty and staff members with 
students’ personal lives in ways that many insti-
tutions haven’t had to deal with before.

“Now that we have opened the doors to high-
er education,” says Cathy Buyarski, an associate 
dean for student affairs at IUPUI, “this is a so-
cietal issue that has come into the college envi-
ronment.” Administering an emergency-grant 
program at the university, she sees students who 
have been kicked out of an apartment or have 
run out of money for food. Often they come to 
her at a breaking point.

“It’s not being able to plan ahead far enough to 
have a contingency plan,” she says. “It’s living on 
the edge.”

Despite support from mentors and peers 
at IUPUI, by last year the nursing pro-
gram started to seem impossible to Ms. 

Cherne. Considering the extra expenses and de-
mands on her time, she asked relatives if she 
could live with them. She plotted out how she 
might rely more on food pantries and other 
charities. Still she came up thousands of dollars 
short.

Sitting on a couch in her apartment, she pulls 
out a piece of notebook paper where she has tal-
lied up her annual income and expenses. Her 
father’s disability checks, student financial aid, 
food stamps, and other income amount to about 
$24,500 per year. Her expenses ($800 a month 
for rent, $500 for food, and $170 for phone and 
Internet service, along with other costs) come to 
$24,900. In nursing school, the $5,000 per se-
mester in financial aid — the lifeline that has to 
last six months — would be eaten away to only 
$300.

She already saves and scavenges wherever she 
can. “There is not one thing in this whole room 
that I bought,” she says. The table came from an 
elderly woman she helped move. The TV was a 
gift. The couch was discarded by a friend. “Peo-
ple who have money are kind of wasteful,” she 
says. “We’re resourceful.”

But thrift goes only so far. Ms. Cherne decided 
last year that despite her hard work, she wouldn’t 
become a nurse after all.

It’s well established by now that financial re-
sources can determine a student’s fate. Low-in-
come students with above-average eighth-grade 
test scores graduate from college at lower rates, 
researchers have found, than do wealthy stu-
dents with below-average test scores. According 
to a report by Public Agenda in 2009, more than 
half of students who left college before graduat-
ing said they had done so because they needed to 
work to make money. More than a third said that 
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Laura Cherne, on the campus, listens to a talk 
about peer mentoring.
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even if a grant were to cover the cost of their tu-
ition and books, they might not be able to re-en-
roll.

According to a Federal Reserve survey in 2014, 
a fifth of American adults had completed some 
college but had no degree. The two most common 
reasons cited, particularly among black, His-
panic, and female respondents, were family re-
sponsibilities and the need to work. But students 
who drop out without earning a degree generally 
have a harder time finding employment and more 
trouble paying off their loans. Those who put col-
lege on hold more than once, researchers have 
found, are much less likely to go back and finish.

In recent years, policy makers and colleges 
have put a lot of emphasis on giving incoming 
students an accurate picture of how much they’ll 
pay and how much that price might go up in the 
four (or more) years they’ll be enrolled. But there 
are no such estimates for escalating living costs, 
says Sara Goldrick-Rab, a professor who studies 
education policy and poverty at the University of 
Wisconsin at Madison. In fact, she says, colleges 
too often play down or ignore that piece of the 
puzzle.

Many colleges underestimate living costs by 
$3,000 or more per year, Ms. Goldrick-Rab has 
found, either because they haven’t kept up with 
rising rent and food prices in their areas or they 
are trying to make themselves look more afford-
able. Under federal guidelines, colleges can as-
sume that students living at home have no liv-
ing expenses, which is rarely true for those from 
low-income families.

As a consequence, some students fall short. 
“They pay their tuition because they have to,” she 
says. “When the money runs out, it’s their living 
expenses that run out.”

Last year Ms. Goldrick-Rab and her colleagues 
surveyed 4,300 students at 10 community col-
leges about housing and hunger. More than half 
of the respondents reported some level of food in-
security in the previous year, with nearly four in 
10 having run out of food without the money to 
buy more. More than half of the students also re-
ported some degree of housing insecurity, mean-
ing that at some point they couldn’t pay rent or 
utilities. More than one in 10 had been homeless.

Many institutions don’t want to acknowledge 
that segment of their student populations, says 
Ms. Goldrick-Rab. In part, she says, college offi-
cials fear bad publicity associated with the cost 
of attendance. But that attitude could backfire: 
“We don’t want to repeat the mistake of the pub-
lic schools that said, ‘Not our problem’ “ when 
students showed up for class hungry, she says. If 
they go on to perform poorly, policy makers ask 
the schools why they’re not adequately educating 
students — and demand overhauls in education 
practices — when the more urgent issues might 

be outside the classroom.
With the support of some prominent nonprofit 

groups, more colleges now see helping students 
with living costs as a key part of their retention 
strategies. But the solutions are neither cheap nor 
easy, and don’t always grapple with the problems 
directly.

Beyond Financial Aid is the Lumina Founda-
tion’s effort — research papers, webinars, work-
shops, other resources — to examine and ease the 
economic pressure on low-income students. The 
project points to promising programs, at Geor-
gia State University and Middle Tennessee State 
University, for example, that award microgrants 
to needy students who are close to graduating. 
In the past four years, 7,000 students at Georgia 
State have gotten grants averaging about $900. 
The graduation rate for the 60 percent of students 
there on Pell Grants is higher than that of their 
peers, says Timothy M. Renick, vice president for 
enrollment management and student success.

4 Strategies to Help  
Low-Income Students
Oregon State University’s Human Services Resource 
Center connects needy students to agencies that offer 
rental and utility assistance, food stamps, and child care, 
among other resources. The center also runs a food pan-
try and arranges temporary emergency housing for stu-
dents who have become homeless. Beyond the center, 
the university subsidizes meals and health insurance for 
low-income students, and a small convenience market on 
the campus accepts payments from the federal Supple-
mental Nutrition Assistance Program, or SNAP.

Humboldt State University’s food-assistance program, 
called Oh SNAP!, runs a food pantry and, during the grow-
ing season, a farm stand where students can get free fruits 
and vegetables. On Saturdays the university provides a 
shuttle to local grocery stores and a county food bank. On 
Wednesdays students can take cooking lessons.

For the past two years, Tacoma Community College has 
joined with the Tacoma Housing Authority, in Washington 
State, to provide rental subsidies to homeless and soon-
to-be-homeless students of $430 to $1,000, depending 
on the size of the family. The roughly 25 students in the 
program have to be enrolled for at least 12 credits per 
quarter and carry a GPA of 2.0 or higher. The pilot pro-
gram has a long waiting list and may be expanded in the 
near future.

The Houston Food Bank, largest in the country, started 
working with San Jacinto College and Lone Star College 
this year to offer “Food Scholarships” to 250 students. 
They get 50 to 60 pounds of food — half of it produce — 
every two weeks. The food bank is talking with other col-
leges about serving their students as well. — S.C.
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But there’s a catch. Rules governing state mon-
ey prevent the university from helping students 
with rent or car repairs, he says. “It is a challenge 
to address the noneducational costs.”

Some colleges have joined with nonprofit 
groups to try to channel public benefits and oth-
er support. Skyline College, a community college 
in the San Francisco Bay Area, teamed up with 
United Way to open a SparkPoint Center, which 
offers a food pantry and help with enrolling in 
public benefits such as health care, low-cost 
housing, and child care. Students can also meet 
one-on-one with financial counselors, who coach 
them on credit-card debt and building a bud-
get. Since opening in 2010, the center has served 
4,000 students in more than 30,000 meetings. 
“We are fully part of the college infrastructure in 
the sense that we report directly to the dean of 
counseling,” says Heather Smith, the program co-
ordinator. “We are a retention strategy.”

At Ivy Tech Community College, in Indiana, 
administrators are adding support for low-in-
come students bit by bit. On the Indianapolis 
campus, in an otherwise unused hallway closet, 
the college stores toiletries, cans of vegetables, 
and hundreds of boxes of macaroni and cheese, 

all donated by staff members and students. Ivy 
Tech also runs an emergency-aid program — 
about $25,000 a year, typically doled out in 
$200-to-$300 increments — to help students fix 
their brakes or replace their glasses. Those who 
have maxed out on financial aid, however, can’t 
get more money, according to federal rules.

Some years ago, Ivy Tech and Purdue Univer-
sity tried to start a center like SparkPoint, but 
the project fell apart, says Rachel Boon, executive 
director of retention and completion at Ivy Tech. 
The community college, with its 32 campuses, is 
pursuing partnerships with service organizations 
like Benefit Bank and Single Stop USA, which 
do similar work. “We know it’s a desperate need,” 
she says.

Ivy Tech has surveyed students who drop out, 
and the reasons are rarely academic. But needy 
students aren’t just victims of bad circumstances. 
They also make bad choices.

“I know that the national trends on teen preg-
nancy are in decline, but I will tell you, at the 
community college, it doesn’t feel that way,” Ms. 
Boon says. “We have a lot of 18- or 19-year-olds 
on child number two, trying to balance that part 
of their lives.” Personal responsibility is import-
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“We have opened the doors to higher education,” says Cathy Buyarski, of IUPUI. The struggle with poverty “is 
a societal issue that has come into the college environment.”



ant, but the institution, too, has a responsibility. 
“You have challenges,” she says. “We’re here to 
help you out.”

About 30 percent of students in community col-
lege are parents — most of them women, and most 
of those women are single mothers. Finding afford-
able child care can be one of the biggest hurdles to 
staying enrolled. Some institutions, particularly in 
the Northeast and on the West Coast, offer subsi-
dized child care, but spots are usually hard to get. 
Many cash-strapped 
colleges have had to 
cut such programs en-
tirely.

Help for poor 
students 
doesn’t come 

just in the form of 
handouts, but also 
in life lessons. Here 
at IUPUI, adminis-
trators see some stu-
dents in tough spots 
partly because of 
their own bad deci-
sions, particularly re-
lated to spending.

“We are talking 
about students who 
have never really had 
access to money,” 
says Ms. Buyarski, 
the associate dean. 
“They don’t know how to budget, and they don’t 
know how to save.”

She recalls a student whose car broke down, 
so he went to a payday-loan service for money to 
fix it. Pretty soon he had taken out another loan 
to pay off the first. “He thought he was doing the 
right thing,” she says, “but he just wasn’t finan-
cially literate enough.” Ms. Buyarski provided 
him emergency aid on the condition that he get 
financial counseling.

About 40 percent of students here receive Pell 
Grants. Even though institutional resources are 
limited, Ms. Buyarski feels that kind of assis-
tance is a moral responsibility for the college. 
“The folks I run with say, Yes, this is unfunded, 
but we need to figure this out.”

IUPUI has two new staff members to help. 
One is a part-time, unpaid intern from the so-
cial-work program who helps connect students 
with public benefits and other support. The other 
is a full-time financial coach, Brooke Williams, 
who started last summer. She counsels students 
not only on complicated financial-aid questions 
but also on personal financial crises.

Some students, not used to steady income, get 
their financial aid in a lump sum at the begin-
ning of the semester. Pretty soon, Ms. Williams 
says, “it’s gone.” They spend it on clothes to “keep 
up with standards on campus,” or share it with 
family members who are desperate for money. 
When they come to her, she says, sometimes it’s 
too late to do much to help.

“You’re getting evicted on a Friday, and I am 
talking to you on a Tuesday,” she says, recalling 

some of her conversa-
tions with students. 
“That is not giving me 
much room to work 
with.”

Sometimes stu-
dents turn to one 
another. When Lau-
ra Cherne’s car got a 
flat tire, a fellow stu-
dent in her scholar-
ship program came 
over to fix it. Her 
son, Izayah, wears 
hand-me-downs from 
classmates’ kids. Ms. 
Cherne, in turn, has 
helped classmates 
land babysitting jobs. 
The students support 
one another emotion-
ally, too, she says. The 
challenges can be re-
lentless.

“A lot of us in this little community have start-
ed to have anxiety issues,” Ms. Cherne says. “No 
matter how hard you are working at school and on 
your grades, money can absorb so many of your 
thoughts, if you’re worried about how your kid is 
going to eat or how you’re going to get to school.”

After she gave up on the nursing program, Ms. 
Cherne considered quitting college and trying to 
get a low-level office job. That would mean a mea-
ger but steady paycheck, more time with her son, 
and no studying until 2 a.m.

But she has decided to stay in college as an ex-
ample to Izayah. Her new major is sociology, and 
she expects to graduate next year. She misses the 
adrenaline and surety of the nursing track, but 
she is intrigued by possible careers in art thera-
py or marriage and family counseling, a run-of-
the-mill white-collar job, or something she hasn’t 
thought of yet.

Ms. Cherne has a hard time explaining her 
major to strangers, when even she doesn’t know 
where she’s headed. “To not know what that end-
ing is,” she says, “that’s just a hard thing to adjust 
to.”
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“Money can absorb 
so many of your 
thoughts, if you’re 
worried about how 
your kid is going to 
eat or how you’re 
going to get to 
school.”
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Should Everyone  
Go to College?

L
ast fall a new instructor taught a reme-
dial writing course at a community col-
lege in Maryland. Most of her students 
came from low-income backgrounds. 
Many had gone to broken schools. That 

they had made it to college at all was a feat.
In teaching them to write, she faced challenges  

that went to the foundations: Several students had 
no clue how to construct a sentence, let alone a the-
sis. She tried to help them catch up, picking books 
they might relate to, reviewing multiple drafts 
of essays. When students copied from websites, 
she gave them lessons on plagiarism and another 
chance to do the work.

She reached the end of the semester disappoint-
ed and exhausted. While some students had ex-
celled, about half failed. A few had come close to 
passing, so she asked administrators what to do. 

The answer: If they failed, they might drop out, so 
she should pass them. Although it seemed unfair to 
the students who had completed the course work, 
she did.

The experience left her wondering whether the 
weaker students were really college material, and 
what would happen when they moved on. A knotti-
er question was: Why were they in college at all?

In 2016 in the United States, society pushes high 
schoolers to go to college. The watchword is access: 
There are college-completion goals to hit to keep 
the country competitive, a wage premium to earn 
to secure a decent living. This is a movement that 
people in and out of higher education grapple with, 
uncomfortably. Professor X, writing a few years 
ago in The Atlantic, described the students who 
had floundered in his introductory English cours-
es. By making them strive for academic standards 

For poor kids, ‘college for all’ isn’t the mantra it was meant to be

JEFF CHIU, AP IMAGES

American high schoolers are pressed to go to college, with access the watchword and completion the goal.

By SCOTT CARLSON
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they struggled to meet, he wondered if he was do-
ing them more harm than good. 

Decades ago, students who were deemed “not 
college material” — particularly those who weren’t 
white, no matter their potential — were often 
tracked into vocational training, manual labor, 
manufacturing, and other work that didn’t require 
academic study. Today, because of the decline of 
such jobs, a transformation in grade-school educa-
tion, and the increasing skills required in profes-
sions like sales and service, a path to a career al-
most must pass through higher education.

“We have a system now that has one pathway,” 
says Anthony P. Carnevale, director of the George-
town University Center on Education and the 
Workforce. “The only logical outcome of that is 
postsecondary, which is where the job training 
goes on in America.”

Policy makers and pundits call the agenda “col-
lege for all,” referring to certificates and two-year 
degrees, in addition to four-year degrees. But many 
laypeople — and even some educators — devalue 
career and technical education, taking “college” in 
that prescription more traditionally. They believe 
success means a bachelor’s degree, and the only 
question is how to help everyone afford it. Bernie 
Sanders, in particular, has been vocal about college 
for all, having sponsored a Senate bill by that name 
to eliminate tuition and fees, and lauding the Euro-
pean countries that offer “free college.” What often 
goes unmentioned, however, is that, in places like 
Austria, Germany, and the Netherlands, which have 
strict tracking systems, not everyone gets to go.

Here in the United States, we have one of the 
lowest college-completion rates in the developed 
world, a fact we’re fervently trying to change. Ef-
fectively, we have set up a “pay to play” barrier to 
the highly valued jobs, and now we’re urging ev-
eryone to clear it. But for low-income students es-
pecially, that pursuit comes with substantial costs 
and risks, like dropping out with debt or, even with 
a degree, lacking the social and professional con-
nections to land a lucrative job.

Some policy makers have responded by clumsily 
encouraging lower-performing students to take a 
different course through postsecondary education. 
State lawmakers in North Carolina want to route 
those with middling grades through community 
college, a move that educators decry as discrimi-
natory. The debate over whether everyone should 
go to college — and what “college” means — has 
prompted remarks that the higher-education sys-
tem should be overhauled. Marco Rubio, for exam-
ple, has said that the country needs fewer philoso-
phy majors and more welders.

For the most part, though, policy makers have ig-
nored viable practical training. “If you go up to Cap-
itol Hill, you speak to staff or policy makers, none of 
them went to vocational education,” says Mary Alice 
McCarthy, a senior policy analyst at New America. 

“None of their children went into vocational educa-
tion. And they have no experience with it.”

Yet not all students thrive on academics. Can 
schools and colleges fairly present and value an 
array of educational and employment pathways, 
while still offering late-blooming learners a chance 
at a four-year college and beyond? The challenge 
is figuring out, at crucial junctures, who should go 
which way.

Here’s how we started to believe that  
everyone should go to college.

Decades ago, there were many ways to 
train for work, good work, and educational track-
ing played a role. Proponents of the practice said 
it let instructors focus on the needs of students at 
specific levels of ability and prevented “teaching to 
the middle,” which didn’t sufficiently challenge ad-
vanced students.

But by the 1970s and ’80s, civil-rights advocates 
and education researchers were pointing out that 
minority students were disproportionately set on 
lower-level tracks, taught by weaker teachers, rel-
egated to rote learning, and burdened with the 
perception that they were dumb. Studies found 
that those students scored lower on tests than they 
would have if they’d been tracked higher.

The GI Bill and the explosion of community col-
leges in the 1960s had already expanded the un-
derstanding of whom college was for, and in 1983 
the presidential report “A Nation at Risk: The Im-
perative for Educational Reform” was the “educa-
tional equivalent of a declaration of war,” says Mr. 
Carnevale, of Georgetown. Comparing students’ 
performance on standardized tests in the United 
States and other countries, the Reagan adminis-
tration sparked an obsession with achievement, 
the dismantling of vocational tracks, and the man-
tra of college for all, he says. To remain competitive 
and stem a moral and economic decline, America 
needed to raise its standards.

Schools began to push general education as 
preparation for college. “In a fit of progressiveness, 
we threw away vocational education,” Mr. Carne-
vale says. Instead, he says, the curriculum favored 
“ever higher levels of abstraction in subject matters 
where it is not clear why you learn them at all until 
you are ready to go to college.”

Around the same time, because of automation 
and consolidation in industries like manufacturing 
and mining, a whole class of middle-skills, mid-
dle-income jobs began to disappear. Those jobs 
didn’t require a college education, but the ones in 
health care and technology that have to some ex-
tent replaced them often need at least some post-
secondary training. What used to be called voca-
tional education has been rebranded as career and 
technical education, but it has struggled for recog-
nition and funding.

The result of those trends is a bifurcated labor mar-
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ket, Mr. Carnevale says. More high-skill jobs require 
a college degree, most commonly a bachelor’s degree, 
and pay well. By contrast, low-skill jobs requiring a 
high-school diploma, if that, will remain numerous, 
but wages for those jobs have gone down. That’s why, 
in the last 40 years, the wage premium associated 
with a four-year college degree has doubled.

While the supply of degree holders has in-
creased, so has the demand for those graduates. 
The employees of decades past packed tomatoes 
into cans on a factory line. Today machines have 
taken over a lot of that work, and the employees 
are coming up with 30 varieties of canned toma-
toes, with different labels, marketing pitches, and 
so on. Ostensibly, a college degree delivers the 
skills needed for that, or, many employers believe, 
college graduates possess more of those skills.

Job ads for positions once filled by high-school 
graduates — administrative assistant at an appar-
el company, customer-service representative at a 
rental-car agency — now say “bachelor’s degree re-
quired” or “some college preferred.” The labor-mar-
ket-analytics firm Burning Glass has found that 
such “upcredentialing” happens more for jobs with 
less-defined skill requirements. Employers may 
just be using college degrees to filter applicants by 
perceived ability, or by class or race.

National college-attainment goals — promoted 
most prominently by the Obama administration 
and the Lumina Foundation — include certificates 
and associate degrees, but the bachelor’s degree 
still holds primacy. The New York Times writer Da-
vid Leonhardt made the case last year for “college 
for the masses,” noting the positive effects, like in-
dividuals’ earning potential, of even “marginal stu-
dents” striving for four-year degrees. When Presi-
dent Obama unveiled his plan to make community 
college “as free and universal as high school,” it was 
billed as a way to “earn the first half of a bachelor’s 
degree.”

In the past few years, manufacturers west of 
Minneapolis have been desperate to hire weld-
ers, poaching employees from one another. With 

the Dunwoody College of Technology, the compa-
nies started an accelerated training program: one 
semester to get a job starting at $32,000 a year. 
Ads aired on the radio, blurbs ran in church bulle-
tins, and recruiters visited high schools and com-
munity events. But the response they often got 
was, I’d rather go to college.

Dunwoody’s career and technical education car-
ries — maybe even reinforces — the old stigma that 
clung to vocational education: something less for 
the less fortunate, or a consolation prize. “I hear 
comments like ‘My son or daughter wasn’t success-
ful in college, so I sent them to Dunwoody,’ ” says 
Rich Wagner, its president. Ironically, he notes, the 
nonprofit institution enrolls many students who 
already have a four-year degree but aren’t landing 
a job. The college has a 99-percent placement rate 
for its graduates, Mr. Wagner says, with an average 
starting salary of $40,000.

“How do we get parents to understand and ap-
preciate that these occupations are viable path-
ways to the middle class?” he wonders. “The big-
gest frustration is that there doesn’t seem to be a 
national voice on this.”

There is, however, a growing chorus question-
ing college for all. Mark S. Schneider, a vice presi-
dent at the American Institutes for Research, has 
said that competencies, not bachelor’s degrees, 
may become the more valuable currency in the job 
market. The Washington Post columnist Robert J. 
Samuelson has argued that the movement “cheap-
ens” four-year degrees and stigmatizes those who 
choose another path.

Katherine S. Newman, provost at the University 
of Massachusetts at Amherst, and Hella Winston, 
a journalism fellow at Brandeis University, wrote 
in The New York Times last month that the edu-
cation system should create more routes “straight 
from high school to a career,” noting more than 
600,000 open jobs in manufacturing, which some 
say is not in decline but in a renaissance. Other 
countries have expanded training for such jobs, 
they said, while we have let it atrophy.

ALAMY STOCK PHOTO

Some experts say today’s push to get every student 
to go to college could actually be doing more harm 
than good.
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James Rosenbaum, a sociology professor at 
Northwestern University, has long argued against 
the B.A. for all, particularly low-income students. 
In the old days of tracking, guidance counselors 
and others acted as gatekeepers, he says, steering 
even promising students away from college. Today, 
especially in poorer school districts, those counsel-
ors each serve hundreds of students, and because 
of the unfortunate history and current campaign, 
they are reluctant to discourage any aspiring col-
legegoers. As a result, Mr. Rosenbaum says, they 
put unprepared students on an unrealistic path.

The pressure of the national college-attainment 
agenda is misguided, says Diane Ravitch, the prom-
inent education historian and professor at New York 
University. “The Obama administration keeps say-
ing that everyone needs to go to college, and that we 
are going to have the highest college-graduation 
rate in the world by 2020, which is ridiculous,” she 
says. The highest share of college graduates in the 
world doesn’t equal a healthy economy, she adds. 
“We are chasing a fantasy.”

Our economic and social problems stem more 
from the wide gap between rich and poor, and jobs 
sent overseas, says Ms. Ravitch, than from too few 
people pursuing a bachelor’s degree. We’re project-
ing economic insufficiencies onto the education 
system, she says. “The college-for-all talk is like 
fairy dust sprinkled over the conversation.”

Progressives have been the great cham-
pions of college for all. Arguing that some 
students (probably lower-income and mi-

nority students) shouldn’t seek four-year degrees, 
at least not right out of high school, feels danger-
ously close to the old tracking system.

But we never really stopped tracking. In the 
early 1990s, Shaun R. Harper’s school in Georgia 
tracked students. Mr. Harper, who is black, was 
stuck in the middle, the general-education track, 
while most of the white kids, he remembers, were 
in college prep. A professor of education now at the 
University of Pennsylvania, he sees such tracking 
as more subtle than the old system, but still “ines-
capably raced.”

“Gifted and talented,” “Advanced Placement,” and 
“honors” may have replaced “college prep” as the la-
bels in some schools, he says, but similar sorting is 
at work. For example, in 2014, an investigation by 
the U.S. Department of Education’s Office for Civil 
Rights found that black students in public schools in 
South Orange and Maplewood, N.J., occupied only 
one-fifth of the slots in AP courses, even though they 
represented more than half the enrollment in the 
school district. The department pushed the district to 
help more black students get into those courses.

De facto geographic segregation by race and 
class means that entire schools are set on tracks. 
Many cities’ public schools are considered broken, 
and relatively wealthy families there hustle to get 

their kids into charter schools, pay tuition at pri-
vate and parochial schools, or move to more-afflu-
ent neighborhoods, where home prices essentially 
serve as a barometer of public-school quality. As 
those children move into higher education, elite 
colleges largely enroll white students, while black 
and Hispanic students are more likely to attend 
open-access institutions, according to a report in 
2013 by Mr. Carnevale’s center at Georgetown.

Despite general encouragement to go to college, 
guidance or the lack thereof can still hamper ambi-
tions. As part of a research project a few years ago, 
Mr. Harper interviewed dozens of high-achieving 
students in working-class and low-income neigh-
borhoods of New York City. Guidance counselors 
were referring the students to the City University 
of New York and State University of New York sys-

tems, he says, even when they had the grades to get 
into Penn, Harvard, or the University of Virginia.

“When we talked to the guidance counsel-
ors, they would say, ‘Kids from here don’t get 
into schools like that,’ ” Mr. Harper says. So-
called undermatching, the phenomenon in which 
high-achieving, low-income students don’t apply to 
or attend competitive colleges, is an insidious form 
of tracking, Mr. Harper says. But even he doubts 
whether all students should be pushed into four-
year programs.

“I want to make college possible for anyone who 
wants to go and stands a shot at succeeding,” he 
says. But plans for free community college or free 
public college, and more high-school graduates 
striving for bachelor’s degrees, would have unin-
tended consequences, he says. Even more than 
happens already, poor students would go to the 
free institutions, while rich parents would send 

“We have a system now 
that has one pathway. 
The only logical  
outcome of that  
is postsecondary,  
which is where  
the job training goes  
on in America.”
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their kids to expensive private colleges.
“What we are going to see, I’m afraid, is an am-

plification of the stratification of higher education,” 
says Mr. Harper.

By getting rid of tracking, paradoxically, we have 
devalued a set of occupations and the training for 
them. “There is a narrative out there where it’s col-
lege or nothing,” Mr. Harper says. “Most of us need 
someone to cut our hair,” he says. “We need hotel 
workers. We need auto mechanics.”

 He is not calling for the country to re-establish 
intentional tracking. “But when there was a voca-
tional track, there was at least a narrative that it is 
OK to be an auto-shop worker or a hairdresser,” he 
says. “Because we pretend that there are no tracks, 
we don’t even talk about those options.”

Maybe it’s right that our educational and 
economic systems push the four-year de-
gree. Some students will drop out along the 

way, but those who finish will have earned currency 
on the job market and be prepared (at least on pa-
per) for graduate school and even more remuner-
ative work. Meanwhile, technical training can be 
subject to the vagaries of specific industries, and in 
physical occupations like welding, employment lasts 
only as long as one’s body.

But despite the focus on college completion, the 
national graduation rate at four-year institutions still 
hovers around 60 percent, about half that at open-ac-
cess colleges. Clearly, four-year degrees aren’t right 
for everyone, especially in a country that increasing-
ly expects individuals to shoulder the cost. If you’re 
poor, then, is it better to be told you’re not cut out for 
college, and guided toward training that may cost 
less and lead to a solid job? Or is it better to shoot for 
a bachelor’s degree, with the risk that you might fail, 
rack up debt, drop out, and be worse off?

“Everyone knows that we need to make career- 
focused education work, and the question is, How 
do you do that without falling back into some sort 
of tracking?” says Ms. McCarthy of New America. 
“It’s just not an American thing to track kids into 
some sort of career at age 16.”

There may be solutions that wouldn’t force those 
choices. Many policy advocates — like Ms. McCar-
thy and Mr. Rosenbaum, of Northwestern — want 
to lower the stakes of pursuing a B.A. by instituting 
more “degree ladders” or “stackable credentials,” to 
let students benefit in the job market as they accu-
mulate credits. Under that approach, initial courses 
in any degree program would be oriented toward 
professional skills or specific fields of study. That 
would lead to badges or certificates, which could be-
come an associate degree, which could lead, in time, 
to a bachelor’s, as students built up their knowledge, 
experience, skills, and maturity.

“With each step, they get a payoff and a success,” 

Mr. Rosenbaum says, “and if life interrupts with 
a crisis, as it often does for low-income students, 
they have got whatever they accomplished in the 
meantime.” Such a step-by-step approach could 
also help motivate students.

College leaders like to say that higher education’s 
greatest strength is its diversity. But it can also be 
a liability.

For now, students who want to move through 
the system’s tiers have a difficult path. Credits from 
community colleges or career and technical col-
leges often don’t transfer easily to four-year insti-
tutions. Many of Dunwoody’s students were effec-
tively stranded. So the college set up a B.A. itself. 
Now students can get a certificate to work in, say, a 
machine shop, come back for a two-year degree in 
tool programming, and later return for a four-year 
industrial-engineering degree.

Some students who have a hard time with straight 
academics, says Mr. Wagner, Dunwoody’s president, 
can excel when they apply lessons to a practical 
problem. He sees students finally grasp math when 
they work with gear ratios in car transmissions. Mr. 
Wagner knows that kind of student well. He failed 
out of Lehigh University when he was 18, but his 
success in technical education led him to later earn 
bachelor’s, master’s, and doctoral degrees.

But as long as career and technical education is 
culturally marginalized, its quality will suffer, and 
its integration into mainstream higher education 
will stall. “We gave it over to the for-profits, which 
shows that we don’t care about it,” says Ms. McCar-
thy. “It’s an afterthought.”

While education can raise individual fortunes, 
it has historically been a great divider, structured 
to evaluate people and their abilities, and to sepa-
rate them. Instead of accepting that reductionist 
approach, why not recognize individual talents, 
and find ways to enhance them? Some academics 
understand medieval literature or political philos-
ophy in ways most of us never will. But others who 
never went to college may know how to deal with a 
“check engine” light in a car or a leaky dishwasher. 
We need both philosophers and plumbers, but our 
system values one more highly than the other.

In forging a path forward, Mr. Carnevale asks, 
“are you going to be a realist or idealist?” The ide-
alist presses on with college for all, with more ed-
ucation, hoping that will solve the problems of in-
equality.

The realist, he says, respects job training and 
skills, counting career and technical education as 
a solid option. But if job-training programs were 
to grow in high schools, if educators steered more 
students into technical education, Mr. Carnevale 
says, those moves would need a certain packaging 
to make them politically acceptable. They would 
have to be billed as a path to college.

Originally published on May 1, 2016
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TOPPENISH, WASH.

B
y the time he started ninth grade, 
Omar Palomino had made up his mind: 
He wasn’t going to college. He thought 
he might not even graduate from Top-
penish High School, here on an Indian 

reservation in central Washington State. His fa-
ther, an immigrant from Mexico, had a small but 
growing business fixing up junked cars. Helping 
his parents while making $400 a week didn’t seem 
like such a bad option.

“It’s what we do in our culture,” he says, sitting in 
a break room at the shop. “If we don’t go to school, 

it’s because we need to provide for our families.”
In the verdant Yakima Valley, such a decision 

is not unusual. Many students — the sons and 
daughters of migrant workers — say their parents 
have only about a sixth-grade education. They pick 
fruit, string trellises in the hop fields, build hous-
es, or work at the slaughterhouse just up the street 
from the school. With little family experience in 
higher education and constant pressure to make 
money, academic subjects can seem pointlessly ab-
stract, and college distant.

But around the time Mr. Palomino got to Toppe-
nish High, six years ago, the school was just begin-

When Vocational Education Spurs 
Students to Strive for College

MATTHEW RYAN WILLIAMS FOR THE CHRONICLE

Omar Palomino, who grew up working at his parents’ auto-salvage shop, hadn’t planned to go to 
college. Then, in high school, he started taking career-focused courses in electronics and robotics. 
“Once I stepped into these courses, it set off something for me,” he says. “I knew I had what it takes, 
and I could accomplish things.”

By SCOTT CARLSON
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ning a new push in career and technical education, 
or CTE. Intrigued by the prospect of working on 
projects rather than merely memorizing and regur-
gitating facts and figures, he took electronics as a 
sophomore, followed by computer-aided design and 
applied mathematics. “Once I stepped into these 
courses, it set off something for me,” he says. “I knew 
I had what it takes, and I could accomplish things.”

As a senior, he signed up for a capstone course in 
robotics, and he and his classmates won so many 
local competitions that they were sent to an inter-
national robotics competition in Anaheim, Calif. 
There, out of 700 teams comprising 15,000 stu-
dents from 24 countries, Mr. Palomino finished in 
the top 50 in robot programming.

His story represents a new direction for ca-
reer-oriented education, which is gaining traction 
in Washington State. Decades ago, vocational in-
struction was a track that marginalized — inten-
tionally or not — low-income and minority stu-
dents, an option for those deemed “not college 

material.” Today, rebranded as CTE and expand-
ed to include career training in high-tech fields 
like health care and engineering, it can appeal to 
students who are bound for a trade, a technical 
or community college, or a four-year university. 
It doesn’t necessarily promote the “college for all” 
agenda, but rather than divert students from aca-
demics and postsecondary pathways, it can engage 
them, and maybe get them thinking about educa-
tional steps beyond high school.

How academic study leads to majors and careers 
can be opaque for many students, says Shaun M. 
Dougherty, an assistant professor of education-
al policy and leadership at the University of Con-
necticut. CTE lets them try things out, introduces 
them to options they may not have known existed, 
and allows them to discover talents or interests in 
a low-risk environment.

“It makes school more interesting and engaging 
outside of the academic setting,” Mr. Dougherty 
says. “And it creates these communities that might 
not exist otherwise.”

He wrote a report released in April by the 
right-leaning Thomas B. Fordham Institute that 
analyzes the educational and employment out-
comes of 100,000 students in Arkansas. As they 
took more CTE courses, he found, they raised their 
chances of graduating from high school, being em-
ployed after graduating, and matriculating in col-
lege. The students who concentrated in a particu-
lar program of study showed even more benefits: 
They were 21 percent more likely to graduate than 
were students with similar test scores who had 
taken a similar number of CTE courses.

Mr. Palomino’s experience with robotics took 
him to places he never expected. He was invited to 
Washington, D.C., to talk about CTE and recruited 
to study engineering at the University of Washing-
ton. He ended up enrolling at Yakima Valley Com-
munity College, which was inexpensive and close 
to home, and this fall, he’ll go to Washington State 
University at Pullman, where he plans to major in 
mechanical engineering.

“If I hadn’t been exposed to those classes,” he 
says, “I might have had a different path.” He wants 
to work in the automobile industry designing cars, 
then return to his parents’ auto shop, he says. “I 
want to innovate here.”

‘WHAT I WAS REALLY INTO’

Eight years ago, Toppenish High’s CTE pro-
grams were limited to welding, construction, and 
agriculture. But the superintendent had heard 
that the future of education was in project-based, 
STEM- and career-oriented education. So he sent 
a few teachers to training to develop a CTE course 
on engineering basics.

Shawn Myers, a teacher who is now director of 
career and technical education here, says he and 
his colleagues were energized in the initial train-
ing by an open-ended approach to lessons and how 
students would have to think creatively to pass 
courses. In many ways, he says, that runs counter 
to current trends in education and testing.

“We are still taking state and federal exams 
based on content,” says Mr. Myers. Meanwhile, 
smartphones let people access “more content than 
anyone could in the history of mankind,” he says. 
“How do I use that to solve problems? We are try-
ing to make that shift.”

In the last several years at Toppenish, courses in 
technology, biology, English, and even physical edu-
cation have taken on practical and career-oriented 
components. In a writing course, for example, stu-
dents might learn grammar and syntax by draft-
ing reports for a hypothetical employer. Students 
spread around a science lab here are making models 
of neurons and mapping out what happens in the 
brain and body when someone sees a cockroach. 
It’s “Human Body Systems,” a CTE course on bio-
medical science. Two students are already enrolled 

“Without this type 
of curriculum, I 
think our kids 
wouldn’t have as 
much of a vision.”
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in nursing-assistant programs at the Yakima Valley 
Technical Skills Center. And through the course, 
they all are getting exposure to other potential ca-
reers, like forensic biology, genetic counseling, and 
nutrition. The teacher, Sara Frederiksen, who grad-
uated from Toppenish, loves teaching, she says, but 
if she had gotten that kind of experience herself, 
might have done something different.

“Without this type of curriculum,” she says, “I 
think our kids wouldn’t have as much of a vision.”

Sophia Cavasos thought she wanted to be a vet-
erinarian until she took physical-education cours-
es that introduced her to careers in exercise science 
and physical therapy. “It made me realize what I 
was really into,” she says. A senior, she is headed to 
Eastern Washington University.

Rafael Ceja had kept his grades up with the hope 
of graduating early to work alongside his father in 
construction. “I have been working since I was 8,” 
he says. “I saw that there are jobs out there.”

But a course on civil engineering and archi-

tecture changed his focus. “I like the process of 
designing,” he says. And with a degree in engi-
neering, he realized, he could earn more than in 
construction. His teachers laud him as one of the 
smartest students ever to pass through Toppenish, 
and this fall he’s going to Washington State Uni-
versity at Pullman on a full scholarship.

VESTIGES OF TRACKING

In the past six years, enrollment at Toppenish 
High grew from 600 students to 900, as the CTE 
program raised the reputation of the school. Local 
parents who might have sought “better schools” in 
nearby Yakima now keep their kids in town, Mr. 
Myers says.

Students at Toppenish can choose from about 40 
CTE courses, and they must take two before grad-
uating. The school has seen CTE students perform 
better than non-CTE students on state assess-
ments. But gauging success in terms of college- 

MATTHEW RYAN WILLIAMS FOR THE CHRONICLE

Omar Palomino works with his father, Marcos Palomino, at the family’s auto-salvage business. After 
graduating from college, Omar hopes to work in the auto industry and then return to his parents’ shop:  
“I want to innovate here.”
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going rates is trickier. In the first year vocational  
courses were offered, 37 percent of graduates 
planned to go to a four-year institution, 39 per-
cent to a two-year college. In 2015, those figures 
were 61 percent and 22 percent, respectively. But 
between those two years, the numbers go up and 
down: It’s not a neat rising line.

While in some states, like Texas, many low-
er-performing schools have become early-college 
high schools, offering dual-enrollment general-ed-
ucation courses, other schools in Washington State 
have embraced some form of practical instruction. 
Cleveland High School, in south Seattle, had been 
a failing school until it adopted STEM programs 
and project-based learning; its graduation rate 
went from 50 percent in the early 2000s to 82 per-
cent last year.

But Catherine Brown, an assistant principal at 
Cleveland High, says there’s a reluctance to give the 
courses a career orientation or define them as CTE. 
Those attitudes might come from a lingering discom-
fort with the history of discrimination and tracking 
in vocational education. “The tension is, particularly 
in the African-American community, the idea of cre-
ating employees for someone else,” she says.

“We can do better,” she describes parents saying, 
“in the aspirations for our students.”

On the whole, Washington has shown strong 
support for career and technical education. The 
state devotes about $400 million per year to CTE 
programs in middle and high schools — more than 
most other states on a per-capita basis. Experts in 
education and work-force issues say the state has 
also encouraged close relationships between busi-
ness, labor, and higher education to create pipe-
lines of workers for the technology, viticulture, 
clean-energy, and other state industries.

A longtime advocate for career and technical ed-
ucation says it has been an uphill battle at times. 
Schools in the Seattle area have “downplayed any 
mention of CTE” in their courses, says Eleni Papa-
dakis, executive director of Washington’s Work-
force Training and Education Coordinating Board, 
who also serves as the state’s CTE director. Espe-
cially in wealthier areas, she says, “there are many 
people who still think of it as subpar education.”

‘A CLEAR PATH’

When Ms. Papadakis first started at the work-
force board 10 years ago, state studies showed 
that employers had the most trouble filling “mid-
dle skills” jobs — the kinds of positions that didn’t 
always require four-year degrees and might be 
served by CTE. Yet members of the state’s business 
round table continued to advocate for more college 
graduates. At her first meeting with the round ta-

ble, she recalls, members attacked her, accusing 
her of trying to push students into low-wage jobs. 
She has fired back with comments about the state 
having the “best-educated baristas in the country,” 
noting that CTE is not about stemming education 
but providing alternate pathways.

Meanwhile, she says, state agencies and legisla-
tors noticed that schools weren’t raising graduation 
rates among low-income and minority students and 
started providing more money for CTE, with the 
hope that applied learning might help. The work-
force board has advocated for merit scholarships for 
CTE students who want to go on to college.

In recent years, the board has also worked 
with the state’s public-education agency to train 
teachers in CTE and set up hands-on courses 
that would stand in for traditional ones. Many 
students, for example, have trouble passing Al-
gebra II. But in a course on robotics or construc-
tion teaching similar concepts, some students 
begin to see the applicability and perform better. 
“Cross-crediting” allows the school to record the 
class as Algebra II on transcripts rather than as 
robotics or building trades.

At Toppenish High, teachers are starting to con-
nect subjects through practical projects. An arts 
or engineering class might design a product for the 
school store, then pass it to a construction class 
for building, while business students find a way 
to market it. Mr. Myers also wants to break down 
the divisions between high school and higher ed-
ucation — to draft articulation agreements allow-
ing students to transition from their CTE courses 
to matching degree programs at nearby Heritage 
University, Perry Technical Institute, and Yakima 
Valley Community College.

“We need a clear path, so that our kids who don’t 
understand the minutiae and politics of the educa-
tion system have it well defined,” he says. He and 
others here don’t have hang-ups about preparing 
students for jobs, he says, particularly if they re-
quire considerable skill and some postsecondary 
training, because they’ll pay more than some of the 
low-skill jobs people here have traditionally taken 
out of high school.

Mechanization is eliminating those low-skill 
jobs anyway, Mr. Myers points out. The local pack-
ing plants used to hire scores of employees to sort 
apples and other fruit. Now digital cameras and 
computers analyze fruit for size and quality as it 
rolls by on conveyor belts, and robots bag and box 
it. One of the best-paying jobs around here is fixing 
and maintaining those machines, and students can 
get that training at the local technical college.

“That is sometimes where people excel,” Mr. My-
ers says. “We are not going to push our kids to a 
four-year university.”

Originally published on June 9, 2016
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LOUISVILLE, KY.

W
hen students at the J.B. Atkin-
son Academy for Excellence ar-
rive for the assembly that opens 
the elementary school’s year, they 
don’t line up by teacher. Rath-

er, they gather by year — 2026, 2027, 2028 — the 
year, they will tell you proudly, when they will go 
to college.

Messages about college are everywhere for the 
435 pupils here, in Louisville’s West End. Teach-
ers talk with 7- and 8-year-olds about possible col-
lege majors. Plaques in the hallway list where every 
staff member earned a degree. Outside the library, 

a signpost notes the distance to different colleges: 
Six miles across town to the University of Louis-
ville; 76 miles to the University of Kentucky; 2,352 
to Stanford.

But the distance to a college diploma — one mea-
sured in expectations and opportunity, not miles 
— could be even greater. Ninety-eight percent of At-
kinson students qualify for free or reduced-priced 
lunches. Few of the parents have gone to college. So 
many are without a high-school diploma, in fact, 
that Atkinson officials regularly hand out GED in-
formation at open houses and family nights. Gener-
ational poverty among her students, says Stephanie 
Nutter, the principal, is profound.

Can a City’s Compassion 
Remedy Educational Inequity?

LUKE SHARRETT FOR THE CHRONICLE

In Louisville, where a relatively low percentage of public-school students go on to earn degrees, a broad 
coalition is working to raise that figure.

By KARIN FISCHER
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Ms. Nutter and her staff are among many in this 
city who are determined to break that cycle. Fa-
mous for bourbon, baseball bats, and, of course, 
horse racing, Louisville now wants to be known 
for something else: sending its kids, all its kids, to 
college.

That hasn’t historically been the case. Louis-
ville trails places like Charlotte, Indianapolis, 
and Memphis in its share of college-educated 
adults. Although high-school-graduation and 
college-going rates have picked up here, less than 

a third of public-school students go on to earn 
degrees. The city ranks last among its peers in 
the percentage of black residents who have com-
pleted college.

As more and more jobs require higher education, 
local leaders fear that such statistics could set Lou-
isville further and further back.

A broad coalition — K-12 and higher ed, govern-
ment and the private sector, churches and charities 
and community groups — is working to change 
those outcomes. The 10-year effort is known as 
55,000 Degrees, for the number of degrees — 
40,000 bachelor’s degrees and 15,000 associate 
degrees — that Louisville’s residents will need to 
earn for the city’s college-attainment rate, among 
adults age 25 to 64, to reach 50 percent. The goal 
is to do so by 2020.

55,000 Degrees has been a convener, a facilitator, 
an illuminator of problems. The campaign has placed 
mentors in schools and coached at-risk students 
through rough patches. Businesses have stepped up 
to encourage employees with some college credits 
to go back to finish. Better data have helped identi-
fy leaks in the educational pipeline. The percentage 
of graduates from the local Jefferson County Pub-
lic School district who are deemed “college or career 
ready” has doubled from 2010 to 2015.

Still, though degree attainment in Louisville is 
at a record 42 percent, at its halfway point 55,000 

Degrees is not on pace to meet its goal. And seri-
ous achievement gaps remain between white stu-
dents and black students, between low-income stu-
dents and their wealthier classmates.

“We’re making progress,” says Tony Peyton, pro-
gram director at the C.E.& S. Foundation, a local 
philanthropy that focuses on education. “But it’s 
not fast enough, and it’s not for everyone.”

Many here like Mr. Peyton, a former mayoral 
aide, believe that for Louisville to truly thrive, it 
must do well by its least-advantaged residents, like 
the students in Ms. Nutter’s classrooms.

But can a community, even one that sees edu-
cation not just as an economic but a moral imper-
ative, radically change outcomes? Can will, and 
good will, equalize opportunity?

In Louisville, they say yes. “We can’t have ex-
cellence without equity,” says David A. Jones Jr., 
chairman of the Jefferson County School Board. 
“We can’t be excellent if we leave half our kids be-
hind.”

This isn’t the first attempt in Louisville, vol-
untary or otherwise, to provide educational 
parity.

Like many American cities in the years after 
Brown v. Board of Education, Louisville’s newly 
merged city-county school district was ordered by 
federal courts to desegregate. Amid protests — the 
National Guard had to be called in to escort bus-
es for a time — integration of its schools began in 
1975.

Over the years, the schools tried a variety of ap-
proaches. At one point, Barbara Dempsey, who 
grew up in Louisville and today is in charge of stu-
dent placement for the district, recalls being as-
signed to a school based on the first letter of her 
last name.

In time, public opinion shifted. After a judge de-
clared Louisville’s schools officially desegregated 
in 2000, the school board decided to voluntarily 
maintain guidelines for the percentage of minority 
students in each school.

But in 2007, the U.S. Supreme Court struck 
down Louisville’s integration plan. Fearful of re-
segregation, school officials crafted a new strategy 
that emphasized socioeconomic factors, like family 
income and parental education, in assigning stu-
dents to schools, instead of using race alone, which 
the court had declared unconstitutional. In doing 
so, Louisville became one of the first major school 
districts to embrace class-based integration.

Stephen P. Imhoff, a Louisville lawyer and at the 
time a member of the school board, says the dis-
trict was lucky to lose the court case because that 
allowed it to shape a more effective strategy for 
closing educational gaps. He points to research by 
Richard D. Kahlenberg, a senior fellow at the Cen-
tury Foundation, suggesting that socioeconomic 
status matters more to academic achievement than 

“I want to be there  
for the next step and 
the next one. I want  
to help them through  
college. I want to  
help them find a job.”
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skin color does. Low-income students of all rac-
es perform better in middle-class environments, 
where their fellow students, and those students’ 
parents, are more engaged. Race matters in part, 
Mr. Kahlenberg contends, because pigment can be 
a proxy for poverty.

Still, proximity alone — putting students from 
different backgrounds in the same classroom — 
doesn’t ensure equal outcomes.

John Marshall is chief equity officer of Jefferson 
County Public Schools. It’s an uncommon posi-
tion. “There aren’t a lot of me’s in other school sys-
tems,” says Mr. Marshall, who has been on the job 
for three years. Being the top administrator with a 
portfolio focused on how to best meet the needs of 
low-income and minority students is a challenge in 
a district where two-thirds of families qualify for 
free lunches, and where the student body became 
majority-minority three years ago.

Blunt and direct, Mr. Marshall is the kind of 
guy who keeps a stuffed elephant in his office as 
a symbol of his willingness to not tiptoe around 
tough topics. It’s not enough to give students the 
same opportunities, he says, without recognizing 
that some will need extra assistance if they are to 
seize it.

“We’ve got to get beyond talking about equality 
and talk about equity,” Mr. Marshall says. “Equity 
is providing what is needed to do what is best.”

Trying to close educational divides may be 
frequently couched as a moral good in Lou-
isville, but it’s a principle fueled by econom-

ic realities.
Originally an inland port and manufacturing 

hub, the city has become a center for the health-
care, food-service, and logistics industries. The 
managed-care company Humana is headquar-
tered here, as is the fast-food giant Yum Brands, 
owner of KFC, Pizza Hut, and Taco Bell.

But the economic transition hasn’t benefited 
all residents uniformly. As in other parts of the 
country, newly created jobs are likely to require a 
college degree or at least some sort of postsecond-
ary certificate. In Louisville, workers with a bach-
elor’s degree can expect to make, on average, 71 
percent more than those with just a high-school 
diploma. (Nationally, having a four-year degree in-
creases lifetime earnings by about 65 percent.)

Kent Oyler, chief executive of Greater Louisville 
Inc., the chamber of commerce, says when compa-
nies like UPS, which bases its parcel fleet in Louis-
ville, look to expand, they aren’t held back by infra-
structure but by a hiring pool that’s still too shal-
low. “The stakes are high” for the region’s economy, 
he says. “We need to get more skilled people in the 
work force.”

Concerns that lagging educational attainment 
could squelch the city’s economic momentum 
prompted then-Mayor Jerry Abramson to bring 

business, civic, and education leaders together 
six years ago to talk about ways to accelerate col-
lege-going and bring about “transformational” 
change in the city. The plan that emerged, in the 
fall of 2010, was 55,000 Degrees.

In laying out a numeric and, as even its sup-
porters concede, ambitious goal, 55,000 Degrees 
set out the terms for success. It isn’t improving 
math scores or bettering graduation rates or up-
ping the number of students who apply for feder-
al financial aid, although all those matter. Suc-
cess is college degrees. “They’ve determined the 
finish line, and that’s a college credential,” says 
Haley Glover, strategy director at the Lumina 
Foundation. Lumina has supported Louisville’s 
work with grants and information about best 
practices.

Tess McNair, executive director of the C.E.& S. 
Foundation, says the effort has helped focus phil-
anthropic support. The Louisville-based group has 
made a high priority of funding education, look-
ing for opportunities to underwrite experimental 
programs that schools and colleges don’t have the 
budgetary flexibility to pay for. One such project is 

kindergarten readiness camp, which helps low-in-
come students master skills like reciting the alpha-
bet and identifying basic colors by the time they 
start school.

55,000 Degrees also shines a light on trouble 
spots that otherwise might been easy to overlook, 
like summer melt, the phenomenon in which stu-
dents apply and are accepted to college, maybe 
even pay their deposit, but never show up for the 
first day of class. The public schools were already 
working to increase college-going. Jefferson Com-
munity and Technical College is part of Achieving 
the Dream, a national program dedicated to help-
ing community-college students succeed. But more 
than 700 students were melting away during the 
summer between high school and college. Whose 
problem were they?

Pamela Royster, a college and career-readiness 

“When you take  
a ‘raising all boats’  
approach, you’re  
still left with yachts  
and dinghies.”
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specialist with the school system, says 55,000 De-
grees was a space where the school district and lo-
cal colleges could come together to fight summer 
melt. “It was like there was a big neon sign that 
said, ‘Hey, look at me! Come solve me!’  ”

The campaign adopted strategies like text “nudg-
ing,” customized text messages sent periodical-
ly throughout the summer to keep students on 
track. The messages might remind them that the 
course-registration deadline is approaching or prod 
them to send in their housing deposits. They were 
also able to bring on AmeriCorps Vista volunteers, 
mostly current college students, to act as mentors.

In the proj ect’s first year, summer melt dropped 
three percentage points, or about 100 students: the 
first decline in five years. This summer organizers 
hope to sign up 500 students for text messages or 
one-on-one coaching.

55,000 Degrees, Ms. Royster says, is a forum 
for taking on a collective problem and seeing it as 
such. Summer melt became, she says, “a we thing.”

That sensibility, of shouldering a shared 
burden, crops up throughout the city.

Four years ago, members of the Rota-
ry Club of Louisville wanted a way to mark the 
group’s centennial. What better way to give back 
to the city, they decided, than to invest in educa-
tion?

The club adopted two struggling high schools, 
Iroquois and Western, and made a pledge to the 
freshmen: Graduate with a 2.5 grade-point aver-
age and a good attendance record, stay out of trou-
ble, and we’ll pay your way through community 
college. The Rotarians raised $1 million to endow 
the scholarship, and the University of Louisville 
promised $10,000 more to students who transfer 
there after earning an associate degree.

Western is located in a Louisville suburb, near 
a commercial strip of chain restaurants and car 
dealerships. Poverty might come with a small front 
yard out here, but it’s no less real. Eighty-one per-
cent of the students qualify for free lunch. At the 
start of the Rotary partnership, the state deemed 
just 4 percent of Western’s students college-ready, 
making it one of the poorest-performing schools in 
Kentucky.

But under the principal, Michael Newman, 
Western has become an “early college” high school, 
where students can take community-college cours-
es even as they work toward their diplomas. The 
idea is to send the message that college can be for 
all students.

Nikkia Rhodes, 19, graduated from Western in the 
spring of 2015 already having earned 35 college cred-
its at Jefferson Community and Technical College. 
Being able to work toward a degree without having 
to foot the bill — the costs of early college are shared 
by the district, the college, and several philanthropies 
— was important to Ms. Rhodes, who says her family 

has never been financially stable.
Just as crucial to her success, says Ms. Rhodes, 

a culinary student who has interned with Edward 
Lee, a local celebrity chef, is the strong support she 
got from teachers and professors. After her father 
died, in the spring of her junior year, one teach-
er bought her a dress so that she could go to the 
prom. Another cooked breakfast for Ms. Rhodes 
and other Advanced Placement students on the 
day of exams because she knew that many came to 
school hungry.

“I never knew how kind or passionate people 
could be toward kids,” says Ms. Rhodes, who hopes 
to be a culinary instructor one day.

Today, like Ms. Rhodes, about 60 percent of stu-
dents at Western complete some college course-
work — real progress, although college aspirations 
are still far from universal.

Rotary Club members have acted as mentors, 
providing job-shadow opportunities and setting up 
some students with part-time work. At graduation 
this May, 36 students at Western, out of a class of 
167, qualified as the first Louisville Promise Schol-
ars; five, in fact, had earned associate degrees and 
would go straight to four-year colleges.

William Mitchell (Mitch) Rue Jr., chairman of 
the club’s scholarship committee, calls it “the best 
thing I’ve ever done with my life.”

“I want to be there for the next step and the next 
one,” he says. “I want to help them through college. 
I want to help them find a job.”

Louisville, of course, isn’t the only place where 
civic groups, business leaders, and others have 
joined educators to try to widen college attain-
ment. Boston, for example, has sought to turn 
around poor-performing public schools and has 
set a community-wide goal of having 70 percent 
of its high-school graduates finish college. In Los 
Angeles, the Chamber of Commerce has taken 
the lead on proj ects that include improving school 
readiness, enhancing teacher preparation, and 
increasing the number of city kids who pursue 
careers in science and engineering. And Akron, 
Ohio, recently won a $1-million prize for notching 
the biggest increase in college graduates, 20 per-
cent in four years, among nearly 60 cities. Part-
ners there worked to smooth the pathway from 
community college to four-year institutions and 
funded “completion scholarships” for students 
who were close to graduation but at risk of drop-
ping out.

The Kresge Foundation sponsored the college-de-
gree competition. Cities should have real motivation 
to invest in college attainment, says William F.L. 
Moses, managing director of the education program 
at the foundation. For metro areas, every increase 
of one percentage point in degree holders means an 
$856 increase in per-capita income.

“Every single graduate is money in the bank,” 
Mr. Moses says.
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Yet too often, would-be partners fail to connect. 
They can operate in separate silos or lack incen-
tives to work together. Public universities, for in-
stance, are not typically a line item in city budgets; 
they get funding from the state and federal gov-
ernments. Even institutions within the same sec-
tor, like two- and four-year colleges, don’t always 
play well together. When it comes to transferring 
credits, two institutions might be a couple of miles 
apart, Mr. Moses says, “but as far as a student is 
concerned, they might be a million miles away.”

In Louisville, the stakeholders say they’re right 
across the table from one another. Laura Smith, 
dean of student affairs at Jefferson Communi-
ty and Technical College, says involvement with 
55,000 Degrees has helped the eight partner col-
leges see themselves as allies working toward a 
common goal, not as competitors for students.

Now, when Ms. Smith and her colleagues at Jef-
ferson identify obstacles that cause students to 
stumble, they might look off-campus for possible 
fixes. Poor money management — “they treat their 
Pell Grants like Monopoly money,” Ms. Smith says 
— would lead students to drop out, so the com-
munity college worked with the regional office of 
the Federal Reserve to design a financial-literacy 
curriculum that has been incorporated into the 

freshman seminar and to train faculty members to 
teach it.

Transportation, too, can be a hurdle, so a year 
ago, Ms. Smith, together with the local bus system, 
provided free passes to 200 low-income students. 
Semester-to-semester retention rates for those stu-
dents, she found, were 26 percentage points high-
er than for their classmates. One of her goals, she 
says, is to subsidize travel costs for all needy stu-
dents, and she’s talking with public-transit officials 
and donors about how to make that a reality.

Done right, with all participants committed to 
change and working toward agreed-upon goals, col-
laborations benefit everyone, most of all students, 
says Ann Larson, dean of education at the Univer-
sity of Louisville. Her college is one of several there 
that do work at Atkinson, the low-income elementary 
school. The university’s dental school provides free 
screenings, and students in social work intern at At-
kinson each semester. Nursing students hold work-
shops for parents, like one on creating homemade 
cleaning supplies that are both cheap and green.

Ms. Larson’s students teach in Atkinson class-
rooms, and faculty members advise on the curric-
ulum and do professional development with staff 
members. Louisville professors also created a sum-
mer program, since expanded beyond Atkinson, to 

LUKE SHARRETT FOR THE CHRONICLE

The 10-year campaign to raise Louisville’s college-attainment rate is called 55,000 Degrees. Among its 
tactics are visits by representatives to high schools, like this one, to offer advice and coach at-risk students 
through rough patches.
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keep at-risk students on track academically, par-
ticularly in reading.

The work aids not only Atkinson but also Ms. 
Larson’s students, many of whom will go on to 
teach in high-poverty schools. Each year, in fact, 
Ms. Nutter, the principal at Atkinson, hires at least 
one of the student-teachers full time.

“It takes a village,” Ms. Larson says, “to help a 
community.”

On a recent spring day, high-school se-
niors from across Louisville crowded into 
a downtown sports arena for College Sign-

ing Day. Wearing high-school T-shirts and college 
sweatshirts, they snapped selfies and listened as 
recent graduates offered advice about choosing a 
major, surviving your roommate, and whether to 
join a fraternity. Local celebrities gave pep talks. 
The University of Louisville Cardinal did the nae 
nae. At the end of the morning, everyone signed 
certificates saying where they would attend college 
in the fall — “I proudly commit to continuing my 
education, earning a college degree, and overcom-
ing all obstacles to achieve my goals,” the cards 
read — and cheered, “Here! We! Come!”

But for all the pomp and pep, Louisville still has 
a long way to go.

A recent report from the Bluegrass Institute, a 
libertarian-leaning think tank, found that in the 
public schools, gaps between black and white stu-
dents on college-readiness exams and in high-
school graduation rates have grown over the past 
three years. The disparities are greatest within in-
dividual high schools, researchers said, including 
some of the city’s top schools.

A separate study, of Louisville ninth graders 
from the 2007 and 2008 academic years, found 
that at point after point in the education pipeline, 
they were likely to fall short: Students on free- and 
reduced-lunch programs were 15 percent less likely 
to graduate from high school than their peers, 26 
percent less likely to go to college, and 13 percent 
less likely to make it from their freshman to their 
sophomore year of college.

“When you look at what’s happening with Af-
rican-American and low-income white children,” 
says Rev. Jerry L. Stephenson, of Kentucky Pastors 
in Action Coalition, a group that favors charter 
schools, “you see an educational gap that’s widened 
over the years, and it’s not getting any better. We’re 
falling further behind.”

Even the most recent report from 55,000 De-
grees characterizes Louisville’s prog ress as “stag-
nant.” Though the city has added 23,000 de-
grees since the effort began, college attainment 
rates were flat in 2014 for the second year in a 
row, creeping up by just two-tenths of a percent-
age point. The number of adults with associate or 

bachelor’s degrees actually fell that year. (More- 
recent data from Jefferson Community and Tech-
nical College shows an uptick in degrees and cre-
dentials granted this year.)

“We were making headway, but we may have 
stepped back,” says Mary Gwen Wheeler, execu-
tive director of 55,000 Degrees. The city, she says, 
is dealing with “stubborn realities” like structural 
racism and entrenched poverty.

Haley Glover, of Lumina, praises Louisville for 
its transparency and for staying the course. The 
city could have abandoned its goal or refocused its 
effort on less-disadvantaged students who would 
be far more likely to succeed.

“When you take a ‘raising all boats’ approach,” 
she says, “you’re still left with yachts and din-
ghies.”

On the contrary, Louisville is doubling down. 
Using data, 55,000 Degrees is trying to identi-
fy the weakest rungs in the educational ladder 
and working on the many problems outside the 
classroom that affect students’ performance. It is 
considering signing on to become the next part-
ner city of a national organization, Say Yes to Ed-
ucation, which provides support to communities 
to craft comprehensive strategies to improve col-
lege-going.

An associated group, 15,000 Degrees, is work-
ing to improve the educational outcomes of low-in-
come black students, pledging that 15,000 of the 
55,000 degrees will be earned by African-Amer-
icans. Fewer than half of the black students in 
the 2015 graduating classes of Jefferson Coun-
ty schools are meeting college- and career-ready 
standards, while three-quarters of the white stu-
dents do.

Greg Fischer, Louisville’s mayor, has ex-
panded his predecessor’s work, taking what he 
calls a “cradle-to-career” view. It’s too late once 
students get to high school to begin thinking 
about college, he says. Instead, the communi-
ty must intervene, early and often. He’s tapped 
groups as varied as the United Way and the local 
work-force-development board to provide edu-
cational and social supports — things like ma-
ternal care and universal pre-kindergarten — to 
help all children succeed.

Mr. Fischer, who has said a good mayor should 
have the heart of a social worker and the head of a 
chief executive officer, talks about compassion at 
times when his fellow elected officials might invoke 
economic arguments (though he makes those, too).

It’s impossible to have a great city, he says, when 
its citizenry displays wide gaps in education and 
income, in potential and possibility.

“I happen to think this is a moral obligation,” he 
says. “And if we don’t deal with it, we’ll have the in-
equities to live with.”

Originally published on June 19, 2016
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W
as Daniel M. Piston college ma-
terial?

A decade ago, as a high-school 
student in Syracuse, N.Y., Mr. 
Piston didn’t think so. He lacked 

focus. His grades were so-so. And it wasn’t like he 
was surrounded by college graduates; of his family, 
only his mother had earned an associate degree.

“The truth is,” Mr. Piston says, “I didn’t think I 
was smart enough for college.”

After finishing high school, he signed up for an 
automotive-technology program at nearby Onon-
daga Community College — a similar course his 
senior year was the first thing he had been any 

good at, he says — but, still unmoored, he dropped 
out after two semesters. He found himself on the 
doorstep of the local Navy recruiter. The Navy 
promised excitement, and it offered something 
else: a life path.

Mr. Piston became a helicopter crew chief, serv-
ing missions to support ships in the Persian Gulf 
and provide humanitarian assistance to earth-
quake-devastated Haiti. His six years in the Navy 
instilled discipline, perseverance, and a belief in 
himself, and, at the urging of his military mentors, 
he began to think about returning to school. He 
ended up back in Syracuse, at Syracuse Univer-
sity. In May, the guy who didn’t think he was col-

Basic Training  
for Higher Ed

What colleges could learn from the military  
about serving low-income students

COURTESY OF DANIEL M. PISTON

Daniel Piston wasn’t sure he could handle college. He joined the Navy instead, and his success bolstered his 
self-confidence.

By KARIN FISCHER
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lege-worthy graduated with honors. He plans to go 
on and get a master’s, maybe even a Ph.D.

Mr. Piston, now 29, is smart and hard-working, 
but even so, the odds were against him. First-gen-
eration college students like him, kids from low-in-
come families, and racial or ethnic minorities — 
even those who are plenty bright, with diligence to 
spare — are less likely than their peers to go to col-
lege and even less likely to graduate.

In the military, however, the class divide breaks 
the other way. Analysis of recruitment data has 
found that young people from lower- and mid-
dle-income backgrounds are overrepresented in 
the armed forces. The less your family makes, the 
more likely you are to serve.

College’s socioeconomic fault line is hardly a 
revelation, but it shouldn’t be an enduring real-
ity. That’s what David A. Longanecker, who just 
stepped down after 17 years as executive director 
of the Western Interstate Commission for Higher 
Education, said on a recent visit to The Chronicle: 
that he didn’t believe we ought to accept such in-
equities. After all, he said, there’s another institu-
tion out there that takes in 18- to 24-year-olds and 
prepares them to get jobs and contribute to society. 
With populations that colleges struggle to reach 
and serve, the military seems to have more success.

Of course there are real distinctions between the 
two institutions. Enlisting promises an immediate 
paycheck, while in higher education, the costs are 
upfront and the benefits longer term. Though some 
colleges are open access, and some recruits wash 
out of the military, in general the latter has low-
er barriers to entry. Young people apply to college 
with the hope of being selected; to join the service, 
they simply sign up.

It’s also worth recalling that the military hasn’t 
always come by its diversity easily. Integration was 
by order. Post-Vietnam unpopularity and the move 
to an all-volunteer force compelled military leaders 
to recruit far more aggressively — and, some would 
argue, to focus those efforts on poor and minority 
populations.

Still, the two institutions have enough in com-
mon that the proposition seems worth exploring. 
Each confers individual benefits, providing per-
sonal and professional development, while meet-
ing a public good. For lessons in better attracting 
and retaining underrepresented students, should 
higher education look to the experience of service 
members? The country’s future — and therefore 
colleges’ — is poorer and less white. Could Uncle 
Sam hold the answers, at least some of them, for 
best reaching that population?

They air during the X Games and March 
Madness, are sandwiched between trailers 
for the latest blockbuster at the movie the-

ater, pop up in Facebook feeds.
They are ads for the United States Army, Navy, 

Air Force, and Marines. They feature the quick 
cuts of a video game, heart-pounding action, and 
stirring scenes of burly soldiers protectively cra-
dling crying children.

Combined, those four branches of the military 
plan to spend about $575 million in the next year 
on advertising, according to the U.S. Government 
Accountability Office.

Such vast resources to influence public percep-
tion and bring in new recruits dwarf the marketing 
budgets of college-admissions offices. Yet the real 
contrast isn’t about money, observers say, but ap-
proach.

Colleges’ marketing efforts have grown in so-
phistication since the days of simply mailing view-
books to high-school juniors who made a good 
showing on the PSAT. Even so, few tradition-
al nonprofit colleges have unleashed the kind of 
full-throated publicity blitz that the armed forc-
es regularly do. While a university might erect a 
billboard touting its part-time M.B.A. program or 
sign on to sponsor a local sports team, typically 
only for-profit institutions mount mass advertising 
campaigns.

“There’s a sense in traditional higher ed,” Mr. 
Longanecker says, “that advertising yourself is dé-
classé.”

He isn’t suggesting that colleges buy up all the 
available airtime on their local television stations. 
Public institutions, in particular, might face push-
back from lawmakers over such a use of taxpayer 
money. Rather, the military’s investment in adver-
tising, Mr. Longanecker and others suggest, is part 
of a broader philosophy of proactive engagement. 
It’s not just about swaying a largely self-selecting 
group that has already shown some interest, as 
colleges tend to do, but about reaching out to those 
who might not have seriously considered their next 
step.

“The military approach is kind of a push ap-
proach,” says Sidney Ellington, executive director 
of the Warrior-Scholar Project, an organization 
that runs academic boot camps to prepare veter-
ans to apply to top universities. “The college ap-
proach is more of a pull. It’s ‘Oh, you go to our web-
site and it’s all there. You can figure it out.’”

Go to the Air Force’s recruitment site, and you’re 
immediately prompted to enter your ZIP code. Up 
pops the address and contact information for the 
closest recruiter, along with directions to get there.

When Mr. Piston, the Navy veteran turned col-
lege grad, was considering enlisting, he got in his 
car and drove the couple of miles to a local recruit-
ment center. There he was able to sit down with 
a recruiter who explained the enlistment process 
and helped him figure out the career options he 
might have in the military. Over several visits, the 
man answered all the questions that Mr. Piston 
and his parents had. “It was definitely a positive 
experience,” he says.
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Contrast that with one young woman’s full eight-
hour day going from office to office to try to reg-
ister for classes at a local community college. For 
first-generation and nontraditional students un-
familiar with the workings of a campus bureau-
cracy, such situations can be next to impossible to 
navigate. If that woman hadn’t been accompanied 
by her brother, already a student at the college, 
she might have given up, says Tanya Ang, direc-
tor of veterans’ programs at the American Council 
on Education, who shared the story. “We have to 
make certain that there are no wrong doors,” says 
Ms. Ang, a former college registrar, “that we’re not 
turning students away.”

For the military, bricks-and-mortar recruiting 
offices serve as a front door, with the recruiter a 
greeter and guide to help steer prospective ser-
vice members through the enlistment process. In 
practice and by necessity, college recruiters often 
“parachute in,” says Brian T. Prescott, of the Na-
tional Center for Higher Education Management 
Systems, showing up in the community once or 
twice a year for a fair or information session.

Perhaps it is unrealistic for institutions, wheth-
er with a regional or national footprint, to have a 
day-to-day presence, to set up storefronts in places 
with low college-going rates. The lesson that col-
leges should take away, says Daniel J. Kaufman, a 
retired brigadier general and a former president of 
Georgia Gwinnett College, is one of outreach.

“We can’t just assume they will always come to 
us,” he says. “We need to say, ‘We’ll go to you.’”

General Kaufman spent five years as provost at 
the U.S. Military Academy at West Point, his alma 
mater, before signing on as the Georgia public col-
lege’s first president in 2005. Leading a start-up 
college with an access mission, he quickly realized 
that early engagement was key.

So Georgia Gwinnett started reaching out to 
students as young as fifth grade, dropping in on 
their classes, busing them in for visits, and hosting 
summer camps focused on math and technology. 
The college also sought to build relationships with 
their parents, most of whom had not attended col-
lege themselves. The focus wasn’t on one-time con-
tacts, but sustained connections.

Being a consistent presence helped establish 
trust, says General Kaufman, who stepped down 
in 2013. From an inaugural class of 100, Georgia 
Gwinnett today enrolls more than 11,000 students. 
Of the 8,000 full-time students, 57 percent receive 
Pell Grants, the federal aid for low-income stu-
dents, a share about 20 percentage points higher 
than the national average.

By getting out in the community, colleges 
plant the seed that a degree — from their in-
stitution or another — is both attainable and 

worthwhile. But for teenagers without friends or 
family members who have taken that path, it can 

be difficult to cultivate the sense that, yes, they be-
long in college.

For some, enlisting may be the more instinctive 
option because they know so many more people 
who have done it, says James E. Wright, president 
emeritus of Dartmouth College and a former Ma-
rine who advocates to get more veterans to attend 
elite colleges. “There’s kind of a legacy at work.”

Or if not, the recruiter serves as a bridge. Of-
tentimes recruiters come from communities very 
much like the ones they work in, allowing them to 
seem at once relatable and aspirational.

Although college-admissions staffs have become 
increasingly diverse, they don’t always look like the 

students they hope to recruit. “There’s a cultural 
and social divide,” says Mike Haynie, vice chancel-
lor for strategic initiatives and innovation at Syr-
acuse.

That can cut in both directions. A recent study 
found that admissions officers’ own backgrounds 
may influence their decisions — and potentially pe-
nalize less-affluent applicants. In the study, white 
admissions officers were less likely than their mi-
nority counterparts to look favorably on applicants 
from low-income backgrounds.

But beyond who recruits is what they say to the 
young men and women they want to encourage to 
apply or enlist.

Consider some of the slogans, past and present, 
touted by the military: “Aim high.” “Accelerate your 
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At the encouragement of his mentors in the military, Mr. Piston, 
now 29, enrolled in college. He graduated with honors from 
Syracuse U. in May 2016 with a degree in health and exercise 
science.
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life.” “Be all you can be.”
Today’s Army hopes recruits will choose  

#TeamArmy. “One day they may be asked what 
they did to make a difference in this world,” an ad 
intones. “And they can respond, I became a sol-
dier.” As the screen goes to black, words flash: 
“Join the team that makes a difference.”

The message is inclusive rather than exclusive, 
playing on the appeal of being part of something 
larger than yourself. It also encourages the pro-
spective recruit by underscoring what the indi-
vidual can contribute, says Mr. Longanecker, the 
former Wiche executive director. “It says, ‘We want 
you, we need you.’”

Many colleges, too, now have campaigns to pro-
mote their institutions. But marketing experts fre-
quently criticize the taglines as generic and inef-
fectual. “Real Tradition, Real Success.” “From Here 
You Can Go Anywhere.”

And any marketing is on the institutional level. 
Higher education as a whole doesn’t have its own 
brand identity; there’s no “Got Milk?” for college. 
That means prospective students could be subject 
to messages from more than 4,000 colleges, com-
pared with the military’s five branches. The surfeit 
of slogans could be confusing or cancel one anoth-
er out.

When there is a clear message, it often stresses 
rankings, highlighting the share of applicants with 
top test scores or grades. Selectivity is baked into 
the system: A college’s reputation is largely mea-
sured by how many students it turns away.

Taken as a whole, Mr. Longanecker says, that 
signals to people, “We’re a special place, so show us 
that you’d fit.”

There’s another narrative that swings in the mil-
itary’s favor: Rightly or wrongly, military service 
comes off as more of an adventure.

It’s no accident that many military recruiting 
videos resemble adrenaline-charged video games. 
The military is selling excitement, plus a paycheck. 
Higher education? Two or four (or maybe six) more 
years of schoolwork. Debt. Delayed gratification. 
Even with climbing walls and lazy rivers, higher 
education has a hard time matching those thrills.

And that’s just recruitment. If first-gen-
eration and low-income students make it to 
college, they’re still less likely to get through 

and earn a degree.
Seven years after her active duty in the Army, 

Martha Kinney decided to go to graduate school. 
Ms. Kinney, who goes by Murph, had stayed on in 
the Reserves, where she served as a battalion train-
ing officer, spearheading both basic training and 
continuing education for the soldiers in her com-
mand.

While doing doctoral coursework in European 
history, she was asked to be a teaching assistant 
for several large introductory courses. What she 

saw ran counter to what she’d learned in the Army 
about how best to learn.

Students would come to her completely lost. 
They didn’t understand what they were being 
asked to do on a particular assignment or how they 
were being evaluated. They couldn’t tell an “A” pa-
per from an “F.” Sometimes they hadn’t learned the 
basic skills needed for a project.

“We had these world-class intellectuals teach-
ing the classes,” says Ms. Kinney, now an associate 
professor of history at Suffolk County Community 
College, in New York, “but the students didn’t un-
derstand a thing.”

In Army parlance, they were being asked to run 
before they could walk.

The military prepares its forces differently, Ms. 
Kinney and others say. From the beginning, new 
recruits and their commanders map out a clear ca-
reer path. It’s both highly structured and studded 
with short-term goals: a certificate here, a creden-
tial there. Check-ins are frequent; mentors evalu-
ate progress and, if necessary, help service mem-
bers recalibrate.

Though education is necessarily distinct from 
vocational training, aspects of the military’s ap-
proach seem readily adaptable to campuses, par-
ticularly to the community colleges and less- 
selective institutions that enroll the largest share 
of low-income and first-generation students.

When Ms. Kinney started teaching 15 years ago, 
she relied more on her Army experience than on 
anything she had learned about teaching in grad 
school. The idea of scaffolding skills was key, build-
ing up from the easiest concept to the most com-
plex. In the military, new recruits don’t immedi-
ately jump to doing live-fire exercises. They break 
down the component skills and run through sim-
ulations.

Likewise, before Ms. Kinney handed out her first 
big writing assignment, she would talk in class 
about what makes a good paper and review a sim-
ilar essay that earned a top grade. Students would 
practice things like citations. Only then would she 
send them off — with a checklist of what she ex-
pected — to complete their papers. After they were 
done, she asked them for feedback, to shape how 
she handled the assignment the next time around.

In pedagogical circles, Ms. Kinney’s strategy is 
known as transparent teaching, the idea that in-
structors should be explicit with students about 
what they’re being asked to do, why, and how the 
assignment will be evaluated. All students can be 
successful, the thinking goes, if they understand 
the unwritten rules of college.

“In the military, you just cannot say, ‘That soldier 
can’t learn.’ You figure out how to inculcate skills,” 
Ms. Kinney says. “It doesn’t seem right to say that a 
student can’t learn.”

Ms. Kinney isn’t the only veteran to apply her 
armed-forces experience to her academic career. 
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General Kaufman at Georgia Gwinnett asked pro-
fessors to take attendance and to call students who 
missed more than a few classes. In the military, 
sleeping in and skipping a morning of boot camp 
isn’t an option.

Steven Oluic, dean of arts and sciences at Lake-
land Community College in Ohio, encourages a 
similar attendance policy because, he says, stu-
dents who are academically ill-prepared can least 
afford to miss class. But he also wants to send an-
other message: Your professor cares that you show 
up.

Mr. Oluic, who traveled the world and earned a 
Ph.D. during a 27-year Army career, says he occa-
sionally gets resistance from faculty members who 
argue that students are adults who should take re-
sponsibility for their own behavior.

“Yes, they’re adults,” says Mr. Oluic, “but they’re 
adults who need guidance.”

The military doesn’t have the luxury of al-
lowing its recruits to fail — after all, their 
safety, and that of their unit, rests on their 

performance.
“If a soldier can’t load an M-16,” Ms. Kinney 

says, “you’ve got a problem. If a student can’t write, 
those are different stakes.”

But it’s becoming apparent that the stakes are 
high for higher education, too. Colleges, like the 
military, are refining their strategies to answer 
ever more sophisticated demands.

At Lakeland, an emphasis on academic coun-
seling is part of the college’s revamped first-year 
experience, which Mr. Oluic likens to basic train-
ing. New students and soldiers alike, he says, “need 
structure and need discipline.”

As in the military, coaching at the commu-
nity college begins early. New students now sit 
down with an adviser during their first weeks on 
campus to design a plan for the rest of their time 
there. They set long-term career goals and map 
out a course of study to help them reach those ob-
jectives.

The military also emphasizes peer-to-peer men-
toring, assigning more-seasoned members of a unit 
to work with new recruits, says Charles G. Krulak, 
a former Marine Corps commandant and retired 
president of Birmingham-Southern College. The 
buddy system serves as the “first line of defense” 
against retention or performance problems, Gen-
eral Krulak says. If your partner is falling down on 
assignments or struggling with tasks, “you’re on 
them like ravens on roadkill.”

For Mr. Piston, the Navy veteran, mentorship 
was about more than encouragement. Advisers 
helped him identify goals and piece together a 
long-term plan to achieve them.

It took a year and a half of preparation before he 
reached his permanent duty, as a helicopter crew 
chief. He spent four months learning naval avia-

tion and five weeks training as a rescue swimmer. 
He attended survival school in the Maine woods. 
Some of the drills were brutally physical, while 
other times the work, like learning the science of 
helicopter flight, was punishingly mental, requir-
ing hours of study each night. Even after he got his 
long-term assignment, he continued his education, 
qualifying to become an emergency medical tech-
nician.

With each new credential, Mr. Piston says, his 
confidence grew. In fact, he says, his success in-
stilled in him a belief that he might just be able to 
handle college.

If some of that sounds familiar, it’s because high-
er education has been adopting similar approach-

es. Community colleges especially are experiment-
ing with guided or structured pathways, aligning 
courses to lead to certificates, degrees, and jobs, 
and providing careful, consistent counseling to 
keep students on track.

The military’s emphasis on cumulative certifi-
cations has its higher-ed corollary in the move-
ment toward stackable credentials, the idea that 
the components of a degree can be broken into 
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Daniel Kaufman, a retired Army general and former president 
of Georgia Gwinnett College, focused there on building 
sustained relationships with local families through programs 
like summer camps.
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courses that build on one another and have im-
mediate applicability. Students can at once work 
toward a degree and acquire skills that help them 
land a job or promotion. Many strategies being 
embraced by colleges today were long on the pe-
riphery of educational practice, and have been 
brought in from the cold by greater attention to 
completion.

Kay M. McClenney, a former director of the Cen-

ter for Community College Student Engagement at 
the University of Texas at Austin, is leading a na-
tional pilot project on pathways. She compares a 
pathway to a highway marked by clear signs with 
multiple off-ramps to appealing destinations. By 
contrast, for too many years, many institutions 
were “cafeteria colleges,” she says, where students 
“wandered in, sampled some things, and then were 
out the door.”

“They accumulated credits and debt,” she says, 
“without getting a credential.”

Some of the strategies being adopted by colleges 
today resemble military practices, Ms. McClen-
ney says. Technical colleges in Tennessee have in-
creased completion rates by embracing a less-flex-
ible structure, while the City University of New 
York provides students in remedial courses with 
intensive tutoring and advising. Like the armed 
forces, colleges are becoming more data-driven, 
undertaking regular assessment and using feed-
back to improve their performance.

But Ms. McClenney, whose grandson is training 
to be a member of the Special Forces, cautions that 
there are limits to the applicability of the military 
model. “We don’t want to turn into drill sergeants,” 
she says.

While some students may benefit from greater 
structure, it wouldn’t be appropriate for colleges to 
take on the military’s degree of control. Too tightly 
delineating students’ pathways could tip over into 
tracking. And no one would celebrate a dispropor-
tionate share of low-income or minority students 
ending up in dead-end or lesser-paying jobs. “That 
could exacerbate,” Ms. McClenney says, “what 
we’re trying to fix.”

Surveys asking military personnel why they de-
cided to enlist find time and again that one of the 
top reasons is that they want an education. They 
want to go to college, but they join the military. 
Why?

There are financial reasons, of course, benefits 
that defray the cost of attendance. What’s at work, 
though, seems to go beyond money. The military 
can take someone who has been floundering and 
give that person focus and self-assurance. It’s as if, 
to see themselves as students, they have to become 
soldiers.

For colleges, the challenge may be to get more 
young people to see themselves that way in the first 
place.

Be All You Can  
Be ... on Campus

Colleges struggle to reach low-income and minority pop-
ulations, but the military seems to have more success. 
What strategies might colleges try?

Aspirational advertising: Not just swaying a self-selecting 
group that has already shown interest, but appealing to 
people who may not have considered their next steps.

Inclusive messages: Rather than highlighting selectivity, 
playing on the idea of being part of something larger than 
oneself and underscoring what one individual can contrib-
ute.

Diverse recruitment teams: Bridging a perceived cultural 
and social divide between campus staff and the prospec-
tive-student population.

Consistent outreach: Building relationships with children 
and parents to establish a presence in the community.

Smoother sign-ups: Easing the process for prospective 
students to apply and register for classes.

Structured advising: Mapping out a long-term plan stud-
ded with short-term goals.

Steady mentorship: Providing guidance and encourage-
ment, whether from advisers or peers, to keep students 
on track.

Transparent teaching: Clarifying expectations for assign-
ments and academic success.

Originally published on October 23, 2016
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When College Was  
a Public Good

A
t a recent town-hall meeting in  
Tucson, local business leaders took up  
education in the state of Arizona. They 
examined state support for public col-
leges — among the lowest in the coun-

try — and fretted about their future work force, says 
Gary D. Rhoades, a professor of higher education at 
the University of Arizona. They had even gone to the 
statehouse to meet with legislators, he heard at the 

town hall. “If you need to raise taxes,” the business-
men had told their representatives, “we’ll give you po-
litical cover.”

To their surprise, the professor recalls, the leg-
islators waved off their requests. One reportedly 
said: “Those kids don’t need college.”

In a state where 60 percent of schoolchildren are 
Hispanic, and the legislature is overwhelmingly 
white, the words “those kids” have meaning.

As the population has grown more diverse, support  
for grand efforts like the GI Bill to open doors  

to higher education has dwindled. Coincidence?
By SCOTT CARLSON

BETTMANN, GETTY IMAGES

The GI Bill opened the doors to college to returning World War II veterans, including many from immigrant families. They joined the 
professional class and became further integrated into American society.
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“It’s not hard to figure out that when people say 
‘those kids,’ it’s a euphemism for African-Ameri-
can kids, Latino kids, Native American kids,” Mr. 
Rhoades says. “We have been systematically disin-
vesting in higher education, and that is precisely at 
the time when people who want higher education 
— lower-income kids, students of color, and immi-
grant kids — have increased.” As the student popu-
lation has diversified, the language that many peo-
ple use to define the value of a college degree has 
shifted, from a public good to an individual one. Is 
that merely a coincidence?

It’s a jarring question for a sector that sees itself 
as a great equalizer, in a society that aspires to be a 
meritocracy. But look at a range of evidence, and it 
seems that policy makers — with the encouragement 
or tacit acceptance of the public — have erected bar-
riers to higher education based on race and class.

That is a difficult theory to pin down, and one not 
everyone believes. As federal and state governments 
face many financial obligations, and budgets are 
tight, it may be facile to argue that a decline in pub-
lic higher-education funding is grounded in racism. 

Jason Delisle, who studies higher-education finance 
at the American Enterprise Institute, points to the 
burdens of pensions, Medicaid, and K-12 school 
systems, drawing a connection between increased 
spending there and declines for colleges.

Other scholars in economics, higher-educa-
tion policy, and cultural studies point to arrest-
ing correlations, though they’re subtle, shrouded 
in dog-whistle politics. Even in the dawn of the 
Trump era — after xenophobic and racist rhetoric 
energized the campaign of the populist billionaire 
— few policy makers would bluntly say they don’t 
want to pay for some students’ education because 
of the color of their skin.

Yet such attitudes have been documented, says 
Anthony P. Carnevale, director of the Georgetown 
University Center on Education and the Workforce. 
“This is a well-known, constant theme in econom-
ics.” Studies have found that diversity is an imped-
iment to the welfare state, of which education is 
part. A report by the Harvard Institute of Economic 
Research in 2001 concluded that Americans do not 
support European-style social-safety nets, includ-
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Lawmakers seem less willing to help today’s students. State support for public colleges in Arizona, as here 
at Arizona State U., is among the lowest in the country. Legislators reportedly told local business leaders, 
“Those kids don’t need college.”



ing education benefits, because of racial fragmen-
tation — and a belief that minorities benefit more 
from wealth redistribution. Countries like Finland, 
Japan, and South Korea beat the United States in 
educational attainment not because their people 
are smarter, Mr. Carnevale says, but because they 
are racially homogenous. And that seems to lead to 
broad public support for education.

Working on labor and education policy for many 
years, Mr. Carnevale, 70, has seen that dynamic at 
play. “White people my age are not going to vote to 
educate Hispanic kids or black kids,” he says. “All 
the great advances in education” — like the Mor-
rill Act to create land-grant colleges in 1862 and 
the GI Bill to educate veterans of World War II 
— “have come when there was a strong white ma-
jority.” As those majorities have diminished, the 
public instead has 
pushed through 
measures to limit 
education benefits, 
restricting tax rev-
enue, for example, 
cutting spending, 
and putting con-
straints on immi-
grant students.

Despite barri-
ers to higher ed-
ucation, national 
and local cam-
paigns are encouraging more minority students to 
go to and finish college. But gaps persist, and as 
the higher-education system stratifies, black and 
Hispanic students disproportionately end up on 
campuses with fewer resources. Simply raising at-
tainment, if even that happens, may not be enough. 
A nation’s fortunes grow as more of the population 
actually learns new skills and accumulates knowl-
edge, says Mr. Carnevale. If we are going to rebuild 
our economy, he says, we have to find a way to give 
more students the promise of a high-quality edu-
cation.

The original GI Bill, passed in 1944, is 
hailed for widening access to higher educa-
tion. And it did expand opportunity, but only 

for some.
In the decades before World War II, ethnic Eu-

ropeans poured into the United States, and Ital-
ian-Americans in particular suffered legal and 
social discrimination. Like other predominantly 
Catholic groups from Southern and Eastern Eu-
rope, they lived in segregated urban enclaves (“Lit-
tle Italies”) and tended to perform manual labor. 
Many white Protestants saw these immigrant 
groups as swarthy, dirty, criminal — a threat to the 
supposed genetic and cultural purity of America.

As World War II wound down, with a great need 
to reintegrate returning soldiers and kick-start the 

postwar economy, Congress passed the Service-
men’s Readjustment Act. On the GI Bill, ethnic 
European-Americans from Irish, Italian, Polish, 
Jewish, Greek, and Slavic backgrounds went off to 
college, joined the professional class, and moved 
to the suburbs. The measure essentially made 
them white, bringing prosperity and acceptance to 
groups that had not enjoyed it before.

But the GI Bill is as notable for the people it left 
out as for those it helped up.

A decade before the landmark verdict in Brown 
v. Board of Education desegregating public 
schools, with Jim Crow laws and restrictions in 
veterans’ services, African-Americans could not 
take advantage of the GI Bill the way whites could. 
In the 1940s and ’50s, blacks were barred from at-
tending many public universities. The historically 

black institutions 
of the day were of-
ten underfunded, 
with few graduate 
programs and lim-
ited capacity to ac-
commodate more 
students.

All of that 
choked off educa-
tional opportuni-
ties for black vets. 
One study shows 
that among white 

veterans who turned 18 from 1941 to 1946, 28 per-
cent enrolled in college, while among their black 
peers, the rate was only 12 percent. The GI Bill also 
paid for job training and apprenticeships, but studies 
suggest that blacks were underrepresented in those 
programs, too. The education gap was not for lack 
of desire: After the GI Bill was passed, 29 percent of 
white soldiers and 43 percent of black soldiers said 
they intended to enroll in college or training.

In 1960, California embarked on a public-educa-
tion project that would rival the GI Bill in its am-
bitions. The California Master Plan established a 
tiered system of research universities, comprehen-
sive state colleges, and community colleges to offer 
free higher education to the baby boomers of the 
state. The plan was a “class compromise,” says Brian 
Murphy, president of De Anza College, who worked 
on higher-education policy in California in the 
1980s. It acknowledged and in some form sought to 
resolve class differences among white Californians. 
In 1960, blacks were less than 6 percent of the state 
population, Hispanics just 10 percent.

“The subtext of race was not yet dominant in the 
master-plan conversation,” Mr. Murphy says. “Any-
body who looked at high schools in San Diego or 
Los Angeles saw that it was still largely white.” He 
points out that Pat Brown, then governor of Cal-
ifornia, “knew that his base and the base for the 
next two generations would be largely white, an  
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“ White people my age 
are not going to vote 
to educate Hispanic 
kids or black kids.”
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expanding middle class.”
Mr. Murphy once discussed the master plan 

with Clark Kerr, who was president of the Uni-
versity of California system during its formation. 
“You were buying social peace,” he told Kerr, who 
smiled. Mr. Murphy remembers the man’s re-
sponse: “You’re on to it.”

Over the course of the 1960s and ’70s, Afri-
can-Americans and Hispanics started making in-
roads in higher education, thanks to movements that 
tore down legal and cultural barriers. From 1970 to 
1980, the share of African-Americans with at least 
a four-year degree went from 4 percent to 8 percent, 
and among Hispanics, 5 percent to 8 percent.

Some of that progress eroded in the ’80s, when 
Ronald Reagan became president. He saw students 
as freeloaders and “tax eaters,” much like unem-
ployed parents on welfare, says Devin Fergus, an 
associate professor of African-American and Af-
rican studies at Ohio State University. In a forth-
coming book, The Land of the Fee: Hidden Costs 
and the Decline of the American Middle Class (Ox-
ford University Press), Mr. Fergus lays out how the 
Reagan administration — with the help of conser-

vative Southern Democrats — cut a billion dollars 
out of Pell Grants and other grant aid, shifting the 
emphasis of government support for higher educa-
tion from taxpayers to bank-based federal loans. At 
a time when 40 percent of black children were liv-
ing below the poverty line, the move hit working- 
and lower-middle-class families hardest. It started 
a trend toward ballooning student-loan debt, and 
it lessened minority- and first-generation-student 
enrollment at elite private institutions.

Some of the rhetoric on the student-aid cuts 
was racially coded, like Reagan’s talk of “welfare 
queens,” Mr. Fergus says. William J. Bennett, who 
became Reagan’s secretary of education in 1985, 
called students who defaulted on their loans “dead-
beats.” They might have to absorb financial-aid cuts, 
he said, through “stereo divestiture, automobile di-
vestiture, three-weeks-at-the-beach divestiture.”    

“This is dog-whistle politics,” Mr. Fergus says. 
“He was borrowing the language of the anti-apart-
heid students,” who advocated divesting in compa-
nies operating in South Africa.

Reagan started a trend that was mimicked by 
the states.
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The GI Bill is as notable for the people it left out as for those it helped up, including some students here at New York U. 
in 1945. Among white veterans who turned 18 from 1941 to 1946, 28 percent enrolled in college, while among their 
black peers, the rate was only 12 percent.



In the ’80s, California’s world-class higher-ed-
ucation system “faced a contradiction,” says Mr. 
Murphy. The state had seen its Hispanic popula-
tion more than double over two decades, to 19 per-
cent, and in the next two, it would more than tri-
ple, to 32 percent by 2000. “The state didn’t have 
the capacity to handle it,” Mr. Murphy says, “unless 
you had increased revenue.”

Yet what voters and policy makers did was pass a 
series of measures that would starve the higher- 
education system and effectively cut out minori-
ties. Proposition 13, which restricted tax revenue, 
passed in 1978. In the ’80s and ’90s, California, 
like other states, focused on crime, ramping up its 
prison system, and those racially charged efforts 
would absorb money that might otherwise have 
gone to higher education. By the late 2000s, Cal-
ifornia’s spending on corrections would catch up 
with, and even surpass, its spending on colleges.

Other measures 
further limited 
access. Voters ap-
proved Proposition 
187 in 1994, deny-
ing education and 
services to undocu-
mented immigrants, 
although the law 
was later blocked 
and struck down 
by courts. The Uni-
versity of California 
regents abolished 
affirmative action in 
1995.

In the years since, the state’s public colleges have 
raised tuition markedly and cut enrollment for lack 
of capacity. The powerhouse tech industry, rather 
than trying to train local students, meets its work-
force needs with programmers from India and 
China, Mr. Murphy says.

An “anti-tax ideology” dominates the state, and 
it’s not coming only from rich businessmen, he 
says. “For a lot of us, the triumph of the Reagan an-
ti-government ideology coincides simultaneously 
with this dramatic demographic change.”

Is all of this a scheme to hurt blacks, Hispan-
ics, and other minorities? Other government 
programs seem to have had such effects: Stud-

ies have shown that welfare reform has restrict-
ed public-assistance benefits more in states with 
greater minority populations. Drug-enforcement 
laws have been found to disproportionately target 
African-Americans, while whites use drugs at a 
similar rate.

In looking for connections between diversity and 
the defunding of higher education, many see only 
hazy correlations. But emerging studies suggest 
some bias. Last year Nicholas Hillman, an associ-

ate professor of educational leadership and policy 
analysis at the University of Wisconsin at Madison, 
analyzed the balance between state appropriations 
and tuition revenue at more than 450 public col-
leges. Those that served primarily white students 
got more of their money from the state, while the 
colleges that served minority students relied more 
on tuition. He points to a striking, if lopsided, com-
parison between the University of Tennessee at 
Knoxville and Tennessee State University, a histor-
ically black institution. State funding per under-
graduate at Knoxville, where 7 percent of students 
are black, is $19,500; at Tennessee State, where 71 
percent of students are black, that figure is $5,600.

In another study released last year, two econo-
mists — Eric J. Brunner of the University of Con-
necticut and Erik B. Johnson of the University of 
Richmond — looked at voting patterns in commu-
nity-college bond referenda in California. Older 

white voters were 
less supportive of 
college funding than 
were younger voters, 
the study showed, 
and if they lived in 
areas with a high 
Hispanic population, 
they were signifi-
cantly less support-
ive.  

In many ways, 
we live in Reagan’s 
world, with attitudes 
he shaped about the 
role of government. 

What might formerly have been considered a leg 
up often gets called an entitlement or a handout. 
Public higher education has undergone a financial 
and conceptual shift: Once an investment covered 
mostly by the state to produce a work force and 
an informed citizenry, today it is more commonly 
shouldered by individuals and families, and de-
scribed as a private benefit, a means to a credential 
and a job.   

It’s not a conspiracy, but a neoliberal ideology, 
says Michael Fabricant, a professor of social work 
at the City University of New York Graduate Cen-
ter and author, with Stephen Brier, of a new book 
about the disinvestment in public education, Aus-
terity Blues: Fighting for the Soul of Public Higher 
Education (Johns Hopkins University Press).

“Austerity is being imposed not just on high-
er education, but across public services,” he says. 
To what extent that randomly or deliberately co-
incides with rising national diversity is a tricky 
question. What’s clearer is the effect of stagnating 
social mobility. “In the absence of the necessary re-
sources for these universities to either provide an 
affordable education on the one hand or a quality 
education on the other,” he says, “a certain popula-
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“Austerity is being  
imposed not just  
on higher education, 
but across  
public services.”
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tion is now being defined as disposable.”
Not only activists have noticed. In 1982, Eliza-

beth Dole, serving as chair of a task force on equal 
rights for women, wrote a memo to the White 
House staff secretary, warning that cuts in student 
aid would lead to “a significant outcry of racism.” 
She explained that the African-American commu-
nity “looks to Pell Grants as one of their primary 
vehicles for upward mobility.”

“People in the administration were aware of 
what the potential fallout would be from shifting 
from grants to loans,” says Mr. Fergus, of Ohio 
State. What they didn’t count on was the stagna-
tion of wages for most Americans and the escalat-
ing cost of college, which have ensnared whites, 
too. “I just don’t think they imagined that mid-
dle-class whites would ever need aid.”

In an analysis of student-loan-borrowing pat-
terns from 1992 to 2012, Mr. Hillman, of Wis-
consin, found that black and white students were 
equally likely to borrow early on, but that over the 
decades, blacks have become more likely to borrow 
— and they borrow more. “Debt has been a crisis 
for low-income students for quite some time,” he 
says, but only recently, as higher-income families 
are exposed to it, have policy makers taken an in-
terest in the student debt “crisis.”

Meanwhile, for poor whites, the economic options 
have narrowed. Decades ago, manufacturing was 
a path to a decent livelihood, but those 
jobs disappeared, to be replaced by 
work that requires postsecondary train-
ing. This year white, non-college- 
educated voters registered their frus-
tration in the presidential election. At 
a time when the cost of college drives a 
national conversation about its payoffs, 
policy decisions that have made college 
less accessible have hurt everyone, re-
gardless of race.

The country today looks different 
than it used to. Among schoolchildren, 
fewer are white, and many more are 
Hispanic. By 2040 or earlier, America will be a 
majority-minority nation.

And it has maxed out on the benefits it can get 
from its 80-percent high-school-graduation rate, 
says Mr. Carnevale, of Georgetown. “All the returns 
to the economy are coming from higher education 
now,” he says. “Our ability to expand that is key.”

If college degrees are more important than ever, 
could the country develop a new great advance in 
education that would give more people, a broad 
cross-section of the population, a real shot at college?

Hillary Clinton might have had a solution, bor-
rowed from Bernie Sanders, to offer free pub-
lic-college tuition to students from families mak-
ing $125,000 or less. Or it could have been another 
advantage for upper-middle-class whites, leading 
to “bumping,” says Mr. Carnevale, as top-tier col-

leges selected students with the best grades and 
test scores. Stratification might have worsened as 
less-prepared students — often black and Hispanic  
— found slots on campuses with fewer resources 
and lower graduation rates.

The free-college plan is far from reality, but it 
now serves as a rallying point for progressives. A 
future Democratic candidate could resurrect it in 
a presidential bid in 2020 or 2024, although some 
observers have wondered if the party will spurn 
minority constituents to recapture the white, 
working-class vote.

President-elect Donald Trump, who has branded 
Mexicans as “criminals” and described black neigh-
borhoods as apocalyptic “war zones,” has yet to 
present his higher-education agenda. But some fear 
he will revive policies that have hurt minorities.

The new administration may push more stu-
dents toward private student loans, Mr. Fergus 
says, even as bipartisan commissions going back 
20 years have found that the federal government 
provides loans more cheaply and efficiently than 
do private lenders. Given his aggressive talk on 
immigration, Mr. Trump will probably kill the 
Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals program, 
which gives undocumented immigrants access to 
higher education. Mr. Trump might also revive 
the fortunes of for-profit colleges, some of which 
have been found to prey on minority students, 

leaving them in debt with a less-valuable degree, 
if any.

If the federal government doesn’t expand ac-
cess to education, more of that burden will fall on 
states. In many of them, individuals and families 
now pay for a greater share of college costs than 
taxpayers do. Some places, like Arizona, have been 
going the way of California years ago.

Arizona’s legislature is whiter, more male, and 
more Republican than its population. And late-
ly, that state — which has a clause in its constitu-
tion proclaiming that higher education “shall be as 
nearly free as possible” — has passed deep cuts in 
funding and big increases in tuition.

One of the leaders of that drive is John Kava-
nagh, a Republican state representative and com-
munity-college professor who has made head-

“If this trajectory that we 
are on continues, this will be 
an extraordinarily ignorant, 
uneducated state.”



lines for his anti-immigration stance and remarks 
about Hispanics and Muslims. In an interview 
with The Chronicle, he was more measured, say-
ing that the state has had to raise tuition to close 
a budget gap.

In 2012, he sponsored a bill that would require 
all students, regardless of income, to pay at least 
$2,000 toward tuition, in part to ease the burden 
on middle- and upper-middle-income students. 
He believes students should have “some skin in the 
game,” and bristles at the notion of poor students’ 
paying less, thanks to tuition revenue that gets re-
distributed as aid.

“I don’t think it’s a good policy to take money 
from one student to pay for another student’s tui-
tion,” he said. “There is no reason that even a poor 
student can’t pay a nominal tuition, given that they 
are going to earn a lot more money than people 
who don’t have college degrees.”

But Alfredo Gutierrez, president of Marico-
pa Community College’s governing board and a 
former Democratic state senator, doesn’t buy the 
straight argument against subsidies. The state has 

been extraordinarily hostile to education, he says, 
a pattern he believes is tied to race. State fund-
ing for the Maricopa system had been going down 
since 2009, he says, until it got none last year. Half 
of Maricopa’s students are nonwhite.   

“The deterioration to the K-12 system, the com-
munity-college system, and the universities will 
ultimately have to be paid for,” Mr. Gutierrez says. 
“If this trajectory that we are on continues, this 
will be an extraordinarily ignorant, uneducated 
state — certainly not a place that can deal with the 
economy of the future. And it will create a perma-
nent underclass. There will be little ability to es-
cape poverty.”

But Arizona, he predicts, is on the cusp of 
change. The Latino population is growing so fast 
that in six to 10 years, Arizona could flip over polit-
ically, possibly taking the state in a different direc-
tion, one that is more willing to invest in the edu-
cation of immigrants and minority groups.

“Perhaps we have lost a generation,” he says, “but 
there is still a real opportunity to make a change.”
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